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yleistyminen vaikuttaa perusöljy-teollisuuteen ja Fortumin Perusöljyt-yksikön kilpailuetuun.
Tutkimuksessa etsittiin myös tapoja hyödyntää modernia informaatioteknologiaa Fortumin
perusöljyt-liiketoiminnassa perinteiseen strategia-ajatteluun pohjautuen.
Tutkimusmenetelmä
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IMPLICATIONS OF E-BUSINESS
Case: Fortum Base Oils

Research Objectives
The purpose of the study was to first understand and describe how the emergence of e-business
would affect the base oil industry structure and the sustainability of Fortum Base Oils’ competitive
strategy. Furthermore, the purpose was to find ways for Fortum Base Oils to gain sustainable
competitive advantage from the use of modem information technology by building on the proven
principles of effective strategy.
Research Methodology
The empirical part of the study was conducted as a qualitative single-case study. The main data
collection method utilized was personal semi-structured theme interviews. A total of 9 people
across the Fortum Base Oil organization were interviewed. Also, a significant part of the data was
composed of company-confidential documents, such as customer surveys.
The Major Findings of the Study
The study suggests that Fortum Base Oils is well shielded against any major short- or medium -term
effects of e-business. The roots of Fortum Base Oils’ business strategy as well as the base oil
industry structure effectively shield the company from the negative effects of e-business.
Furthermore, it is evident that the traditional core competencies of the firm, both customer service
and R&D, will continue to be important also in the future.
It also seems clear that the utilization of e-business could support the customer intimacy strategy
Fortum Base Oils has chosen to follow. Customers have clearly indicated their willingness to utilize
e-commerce. Also the possibilities for enhancing the management of customer information are
evident. The ongoing CRM and e-commerce projects within Fortum Base Oils are well aligned to
meet these challenges.
It should be noted, however, that e-business should not override Fortum Base Oils’ traditional core
competencies. Both customer service and R&D are strongly derivable to the expertise of the
personnel and to the personal relationships extending inside and outside the company. Hence, the
utilization of modem information technology should not discard personnel as an asset.
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Implications of e-Business
Case: Fortum Base Oils

I Introduction and Case Background
1.1 Preface
The key question is not whether to deploy Internet technology - companies
have no choice if they want to stay competitive - but how to deploy it (Porter
2001, 64).

At the latter half of the nineties, New Economy seemed to render traditional business
models obsolete almost overnight. Consultants raised fear in the top management by
preaching companies about first mover advantages and network economies that would
make, “winner takes all scenario” a reality. The words were taken seriously in many
companies and they rushed to the web abandoning the very things that made them
successful in the begin with.

So far there have been large losses made in the Net by companies that did not understand
where their competitive advantage lies in. Many business models that were taken to the
Web concentrated on or led to destructive price competition instead of differentiation by
service, quality and features. At the same time companies used huge amounts of money to
develop their own proprietary technology and build their Web brands. Unfortunately this
equation of low margins and high costs did not work.
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After so many dotcoms and business-to-consumer (B2C) enterprises such as Boo.com,
Dressmart.com and Letsbyuit.com have failed to find the gold in the web, it is now
believed that the “old economy”, and especially business-to-business (B2B) companies
with solid business models and cash flows, are in the best position to benefit from Internet
enabled electronic commerce. As Michael Cunningham (2000, 3) puts it: “...the impact of
business-to-consumer e-commerce is financial small potatoes compared with what is
happening in the business-to-business e-commerce market". He refers to a forecast by
Forrester Research saying that the B2B marketplace will exceed more than USD 2.7
trillion by 2004.

This development is also present in Finland. According to a study made by Accenture and
Castrén & Snelmann Law Office (Lehtinen, 2001), almost 90 percent of Finnish companies
are either involved or planning electronic business. Two thirds of the companies that
answered the questionnaire were so-called bricks ‘n’ mortar companies.

1.2 The Purpose of the Study
It is generally accepted that there are four applications for electronic business: business-tobusiness, business-to-consumer, intraorganizational and people-to-people. This study
concentrates on business-to-business environment. Moreover, the focus will be on supplier
side. This paper examines how a traditional “bricks and mortar” supplier in business-tobusiness market can incorporate e-business in its business strategy. So far it has been
clearly evident that most of the payoffs derived from electronic commerce have
materialized for buyers. Suppliers, on the other hand, have typically been unable to answer
to the challenges laid out by Internet enhanced, more efficient markets: prices have become
more transparent, supply has grown and products are facing the threat of commoditization.
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A case example of Fortum Base Oils is utilized to deepen the understanding of the strategic
decisions and considerations a firm must face to successfully e-business. The aim of this
study is first to understand and describe how the emergence of e-business is changing the
base oil industry structure and the sustainability of Fortum base Oils’ competitiveness.
Moreover, the purpose is to find ways for Fortum Base Oils to gain sustainable competitive
advantage from the use of modem information technology by building on the proven
principles of effective strategy.

Given the above, the following research questions will be addressed in the study.

The Primary Research Question is:

What are the implications of e-business for Fortum Base Oils?

The Secondary Research Questions are:

How will modern information technology impact Fortum Base Oils ’ industry structure?
How does modern IT affect Fortum Base Oils ’ value strategy?
What Fortum Base Oils should seekfrom e-business?
What are the characteristics offundamental e-business models and how do they relate to
Fortum Base Oils ’ business?

1.3 Research Approach
The following subsections introduce the research approach used in the present study.
Firstly, the used research method, qualitative case study, in justified. Secondly, data
collection and analysis are discussed. And finally, validity and reliability of the study will
be discussed.
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1.3.1 Research Method
The main purpose of the study was to analyze the impact of e-business particularly on the
Fortum Base Oil’s business. A complete understanding of the dynamics of the base oil
industry and Fortum Base Oils role in it were of utmost importance in order to answer the
research questions. Furthermore, an exact definition of e-business was important as the
subject is still new and under transition, and there is still no solid terminology available.

Qualitative research has characteristically an exploratory and descriptive focus (Maykut &
Morehouse, 43). Furthermore, a case study method is an empirical inquiry that investigates
a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; when the boundaries between the
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of
evidence are used. Case study also allows an investigation to retain the holistic and
meaningful characteristics of real-life events, such as organizational processes (Yin 14;
23). For these reasons a qualitative case study method is often used for exploratory studies
and was chosen as the research method for this study.

Traditionally, an alternative for qualitative research method would be quantitative research
method. Quantitative research, however, is concerned with statistical aggregation and
comparison of data and is thus more suitable for situations where the phenomenon under
study is well known beforehand.

1.3.2 Data Collection and Analysis
The main data collection method utilized in the study was personal semi-structured theme
interviews. Personal, semi-structured theme interviews allow informal and profound
discussions to uncover issues that might otherwise stay hidden (Hirsjärvi and Hurme, 1979,
8).
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Interviewees were selected together with the Fortum Base Oil’s contact person who was
also in charge of the thesis assignment. Fortum Base Oils has a light organization structure
and total of 9 people were personally interviewed for average duration of one hour per
time. Most of the interviewees were, however, interviewed more than once, as the
researcher was able to focus more on the subject and the questions under study. Themelevel interview guidelines were used and tailored to the background of the interviewee.
However, the interviewees were encouraged to bring forth any views they felt might be
relevant in the context. Notes were taken from all interviews and the analysis was done
right after individual interviews. Researcher was also invited to participate to a two-day ecommerce workshop held at the beginning of the study and permitted to use Fortum Base
Oils’ internal customer service surveys, confidential strategy paper, and other internal
papers that were found significant in the context. This secondary information was found to
support the data collected with interviews.

Due to the qualitative and exploratory nature of the study, the data analysis was conducted
simultaneously with the collection of the data as suggested by Maykut and Morehouse
(1995, 123). The data analysis included data reduction, data display and conclusion
drawing (Miles and Hubermann, 1994, 10). Data reduction is a process of selecting,
focusing, simplifying and transforming the data so that the conclusions can be made. In the
present study interview transcripts were written right after the interviews were conducted
in order to simplify and organize the information to permit conclusion drawing.
Preliminary conclusions were also immediately drawn by comparing interview data to the
previous literature, interviews and internal studies. The final conclusions, however, were
made only after all the data had been gathered.

1.3.3 Validity and Reliability of the Study
The quality of the study can be judged from four aspects: construct validity, internal
validity, external validity and reliability (Yin, 27).
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Construct validity means the use of correct operational measures for concepts that are
studied. There are three methods available to increase construct validity. First, the use of
multiple sources of evidence during the data collection. Second, establishing a chain of
evidence during the data collection, that is the explicit links between the questions asked,
the data collected, and the conclusions drawn. Third, have the draft case study report
reviewed by key informants (Yin, 40-42; 84). During the study all these methods were
utilized. Firstly, Interviewees were selected through the organization, and multiple sources
of secondary information were used ranging from the case company’s internal studies to
external printed material and web sources. Secondly, The chain of evidence is maintained
by allowing the reader to follow the derivation from initial research questions to ultimate
case study conclusions (Yin, 102). Thirdly, the person responsible for the thesis assignment
in Fortum continuously reviewed the draft versions of the study. Three other people from
Fortum Base Oils also reviewed some draft versions during the duration of the study.

Internal validity, which is a concern only for causal or explanatory studies, examines
whether the causal relationships described in the study are concluded correctly (Yin, 4143).

In other words, internal validity measures how well theories and concepts used

describe the phenomenon under study (Hirsjärvi & Hurme. 129). Researcher can enhance
internal validity by making sure that he himself and the interviewees understand the
concepts and questions that are covered (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 129). In order to do this the
researcher of this study was first familiarized with the concepts and theories under the
study. Furthermore, interviewees were encouraged to ask for explanation if the question or
the concept was unclear.
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External validity refers to whether the founded cause-and-effect relationships can be
generalized beyond the immediate case study (Malhotra & Birks, 247). Especially single
case studies have been criticized for offering a poor basis for generalizing to other cases.
However, the problem lies in the very notion of generalizing to other case studies. Instead,
as Yin suggests, the researcher has tried to generalize findings of the study to theories that
have already been founded (Yin, 43-44). Furthermore, due to the company-specific nature
of the study, the applicability of the external validity criteria with respect to the findings of
the study can be questioned.

Reliability measures whether a later researcher should arrive to the same conclusions and
findings if exactly the same procedures were followed in a same case study all over again
(Yin, 45). The reliability of the study was ensured by large sample size and cross checking
between interviewees and internal studies already made. It seems that a high degree of
reliability was achieved as interviews across the organization and the secondary internal
material used were well in line. Furthermore, same researcher did all interviews
diminishing the variability. Also notes were written and archived from all interviews.

1.4 Structure of the Study
This study begins by introducing the case business Fortum Base Oils in Chapter II.

The purpose of Chapter III then is to introduce and familiarize the reader to the main
issues and terms surrounding e-business and Business-to-Business markets. Furthermore,
the evolution of e-commerce towards e-business is discussed as well as how such
traditional, “old-economy” B2B companies as Fortum Base Oils, are positioned to gain
from electronic domain.

In Chapter IV, an analysis of Fortum Base Oils industry and value net is utilized in order to
understand how modem information technology is likely to impact Fortum Base Oils and
what opportunities for e-business emerge. The end purpose is to form an understanding of
what are the implications of e-Business for Fortum Base Oils.
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Chapter V to recognizes and describes fundamental e-business models in Business-toBusiness (from now on B2B) environment, and how they relate to Fortum Base Oils’
situation. Also a framework for evaluating different e-business models is introduced.

Finally, conclusions and managerial suggestions will be presented in Chapter VI.
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II Case Background: Fortum Base Oils (FBO)
2.1 Fortum Corporation
Fortum Corporation, established in 1998 after the merger of Neste Oy and Imatran Voima
Oy, is one of the Nordic countries’ leading energy companies. It operates in all parts of the
energy chain, from production to refining, distribution and marketing, and from energyrelated engineering to operation and maintenance. Fortum Group’s principal business area
is northern Europe, but it also operates in other parts of Europe and in selected markets
worldwide. Fortum’s customers include international oil companies, industrial and energy
companies but also private consumers. In 2000, Fortum’s net sales totaled EUR 11 billion
and company employed an average of 16,220 people. Fortum Corporation’s shares are
quoted in the Helsinki Exchange. (Fortum Annual Report 2000)

2.2 Fortum Base Oils
Fortum Base Oils, the business case followed in this study, is a part of Fortum
Corporation’s oil business. Fortum Base Oils is a producer and marketer of a broad range
of high-performance base oils in global B2B markets.

Base oils are raw materials. Lubricant blenders blend additives to base oil to get for
example high quality engine oils such as Neste City Pro or Mobil 1 Rally Formula. Base
oil product applications include high performance automotive lubricants: crankcase oils,
gear oils, transmission fluids and hydraulic fluids. Base oils are also used industrial
lubricants such as: industrial gear oils, hydraulic fluids, compressor oils, metalworking
fluids and process oils. Foodgrade quality PAO is used in such cosmetic applications as
body lotions, shower oils, lip balms and sun oils.
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Fortum Base Oil’s vision is to gain a position as a preferred global supplier of top-tier base
oils. This strategic aim is also evident in the product selection of Fortum Base Oils, which
has a presence only in the highest quality base oil product groups (III-V). Fortum Base
Oils’ product range includes Group III (EHVI, or Extra High viscosity Index) base oils,
group IV (PAO, or polyalphaolefins) base oils, and Group V (ester) base oils in global
markets. In this study we will concentrate on PAO and EHVI products as they bring most
of the sales for Fortum Base Oils.

Figure 1: Global Base Oils Markets

Group V
Group IV
-10%
Group III
EHVI
VHVI

Groups I & II
Mineral oil

-90%

Note: Percentages in the figure represent different base oil qualities’ share of the total base
oil market volume
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PAO or group IV base oils are synthetic and manufactured from decene. Their properties
are superior to those of VHVI and mineral oils. The down side, however, is the higher cost.
Currently there are four PAO producers in the global market. Different producers’ PAOs
can be substituted with another producers’ PAO product. Hence, PAO can be argued to be
close to a commodity making the price an important criterion for buyers.

VHVI (Very High Viscosity Index) or Group III oils are produced from crude oil. There
are currently 10 VHVI producers in the markets today. VHVI base oils are not directly
interchangeable in lubricant formulations. VHVI products are typically tested and
approved for certain engines and uses. The approval is typically valid only if specific
VHVI products are used making VHVI a semi-commodity.

VHVI properties are close to those of synthetic PAO oils but with a considerably lower
cost. The introduction of VHVI oils has made crude oil based oils a substitute for synthetic
oils in certain demanding applications. Furthermore, the use of VHVI oils as a base for
modem motor oils is increasing compared to Group I & II mineral oils due to more
demanding motor constructions and environmental restrictions. Fortum Base Oils’ EHVI
(Extra High Viscosity Index) product range is in the highest quality range of VHVI oils.

Fortum Base Oils’ PAO and EHVI products are marketed under Nexbase™ brand. FBO’s
Group IV PAO product range includes seven products of which three are foodgrade
qualities. Fortum’s Group III EHVI product range consists of five products. In addition to
these also products meeting special specifications can be delivered for customers with
larger volumes.

FBO’s key customer segments include major international oil companies and independent
lubricant manufacturers, totaling around 150 customers. Fortum Base Oils has a very
strong market position in Europe with approximately 25% share of VHVI market and 30%
share of PAO market. The market of VHVI products is estimated to grow a 15% annually.
PAO growth is expected to be more stable with 5% annual market growth. Esters are still a
niche product but in the future the applications and demand for esters is estimated to grow.
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Fortum Base Oils has production in both Finland and Belgium (see Figure xxx). PAO is
produced in Belgium and EHVI in Finland. Sales and marketing office and R&D function
are based in Finland. There are, however, sales managers operating in selected markets.
Also, Global Customer Service Centre is located in Belgium. This is because Fortum Base
Oils’ main market is the European market from where it derives 95% of its annual net sales
are over 100 MEUR. However, a growing market potential is also seen in North America
and Asia.
Both PAO and EHVI products are delivered to customers mainly from warehouses in
Belgium although some EHVI deliveries are done directly from Finland. Fortum Base
Oils’ value chain is described in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Fortum Base Oils Value Chain
РАО
production
(Belgium)

-

Internal
logistics
(Belgium)

-

Warehousing
(Antwerpen,
Beringen)

Salesand
marketing
&
R&D
(Finland)

EHVI
production
(Finland)

-

Internal
logistics
(Finland)

-

W'arehousmg
(Porvoo,
Antwerpen)

-

Customer
service
(Belgium)

-

Outbound
logistics
(Belgium,
Finland)

-

2.3 Fortum Base Oils and e-Business
Fortum Base Oils has experienced strong growth. Investments in EHVI technology were
made early and Fortum has achieved a leading position in its markets. Fortum Base Oils’
interest now is in how to stay competitive and develop the business further. This study
concentrates on the emergence of electronic commerce and e-business and what kind of
opportunities and threats they represent to Fortum Base Oils in B2B markets.
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According to Fortum Base Oil’s customer service survey of 2000 concentrating on ecommerce, 77% of respondents are willing to start utilizing e-commerce with FBO within
one year. Over 90% of respondents would mainly want to get additional information on
such issues as orders, logistics and quality. However, 74% of the respondents are willing to
enter orders as well. The sample was regarded as representative of all Fortum Base Oils’
customers. Approximately 21% of the number of customers and 25% of the sales volume
answered the questionnaire. The results prove that Fortum Base Oils should look in to ecommerce and e-business in more detail.

The e-business potential in base oil business is not surprising. According to Porter and
Millar (1985, 158), information technology is likely to play a strategic role in an industry
that is characterized by one or more of the following features:

•

Potentially high information intensity in the value chain. Value chain’s information
intensity is determined by a number of customers or suppliers with whom the company
deals directly, quantity of information in selling process, product varieties, the
complexity of manufacturing process, and cycle time from order to delivery.

•

Potentially high information intensity in the product. Product’s information intensity is
determined by how much the product is information itself, amount of information
required in operating the product, required training to use the product, amount of
alternative uses, and the information intensity of buyer’s own business.
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Figure 3: Information Intensity Matrix
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Source: Porter 1998, 85, modified to include Fortum Base Oils’ products

Figure 3 above shows how Fortum Base Oils main products relate to information intensity.
The information intensity of the value chain is high for both products. The customers
utilize often Just-in-Time principle or prefer low stock levels. Furthermore the
manufacturing process for both products is complex. The information content of the
product itself is higher in EHVI. As described above, EHVI requires specifications for
certain uses while PAO is closer to a commodity product and is interchangeable between
different suppliers’ PAO qualities. However, the high information intensity of the value
chain in both base oil products and the difference between EHVI and PAO will be
discussed further in later chapters.
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The emergence of B2B e-commerce shows potential also in other related B2B industries.
The potential of e-commerce in such industries as energy and chemicals in general is
considered greater than in many other industries that have received coverage in the media.
As we can see in the following Figure 4, the future markets for such popular e-commerce
topics as consumer goods or telecom are small in size compared to energy or chemicals.

Figure 4: Electronic Commerce Conducted Through Net Markets in 2003

Electronic Commerce Conducted Through Net Markets in 2003
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Sources: Bear, Steams & Co.; Forrester Research
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Source: IT in Chemicals, July 2001 ref. Bear, Steams Co; Forrester Research

In addition to bringing new markets, electronic commerce is believed to bring considerable
cost savings in various B2B industries. According to Siems (2001, ref. Brookes & Wahhaj
2000) cost saving can reach 39 percent in some industries. In the oil and gas industry the
cost savings from the Internet purchasing are estimated to could reach 5-15 percent (see
Table 1). It should be noted, however, that the amount of potential savings from ecommerce has to be evaluated per individual company. In oil and gas industry, for
instance, the variety of businesses is wide.
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Table 1: The Initial Cost Savings from Internet Purchasing by Industry
Industry

Cosl savi"SS
(percent)

Aerospace
Chemicals
Communications
Computing
Electronic components
Food ingredients
Forest products
Freight transport
Healthcare
Life science
Metals
Media and advertising
Maintenance, repairs and
operating supplies (MRO)
Oil and gas
Paper
Steel

11
10
5-15
11-20
29-39
3-5
15-25
15-20
5
12-19
22
10-15
10
5-15
10
11

SOURCE: Martin Brookes and Zaki Wahhaj, “The
'New' Global Economy- Part II: B2B and the
Internet, Global Economic Commentary, Goldman
Sachs, February ’9,2000

Source: Siems 2001 ref. Brookes and Wahhaj 2000
Issues presented above support the notion that the possibilities of electronic business
should be studied in Fortum Base Oils. High information intensity in both products and
value chain as well as both projected e-market potential and savings from the Internet
purchasing all support the utilization of e-business.

The next chapter first introduces the main issues and developments surrounding the B2B ebusiness across industries. However, as it is later argued, the potential of e-business has to
be studied from the viewpoint of individual business and firm. In order to do that the focus
will be narrowed to Fortum Base Oils in the following chapters.
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Ill B2B e-Business
As with all emerging technologies, the terminology surrounding e-business is not yet fully
cemented and many terms need to be defined clearly before we can move forward. Chapter
III defines the terms e-commerce and e-business, how both issues have evolved and how
their future is seen today. Furthermore, it will be studied how such traditional, “oldeconomy” B2B companies as Fortum Base Oils, are positioned to gain from electronic
domain compared consumer “dotcoms”. In short the purpose of this Chapter is to create
grounds for the discussion in the rest of the study.

3.1 From Electronic Commerce to Electronic Business
In this study, we define electronic commerce or e-commerce as buying and
selling over digital media (Kalakota & Robinson 1999, 4). This view is
supported by Craig and Jutla

(2001, 15) who define e-commerce as a small

subset of e-business that focuses on selling and purchasing goods and services
electronically.

Surprisingly to many, companies have been involved in electronic commerce for more than
30 years to date. Long before the privatization of the Internet large companies were using
EDI (Electronic Data Interchange), which allows computer systems to exchange
standardized documents relating to transactions across dedicated communications
networks. Since late 1960’s, EDI was within the reach for only the largest companies due
to the cost and complexity of the systems. Today EDI is within a reach for large and
medium sized companies. However, more flexible and cost effective Internet based
systems are winning more foothold.
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After the Internet was privatized in 1994, the interest towards electronic commerce has
increased enormously. Internet allows electronic commerce to be used not only between
the biggest companies in private value-added networks but also between small companies
or private persons by making the needed technology more affordable and flexible. Also the
ways in which electronic commerce can be utilized have increased significantly since the
exchange of data and forms with EDI systems. Today “light-EDI” systems or extranets
require the customer only to have a computer with Internet connection and a relatively new
Internet browser. Tuunainen (1999, 48) argues that Internet-based systems are expected to
facilitate the redistribution of the value chain power from the large companies as the open
standards and lower telecommunications costs will make e-commerce more feasible for
small and medium-sized companies. It is estimated (Lawrence, 2000) that up to half of all
EDI will travel over the Net at some point although by 1999, only an estimated 10 percent
of EDI was entirely Net-based.

The reasons for the Internet-based systems’ potential over EDI are multiple. Mougayar
(1998, 19) identifies four characteristics that describe what Internet offers, which EDI
commerce does not. Firstly, there is no need for establishing lengthy predetermined
procedures in order to engage in a relationship or transaction. Secondly, because of the
spread of Internet access, it already has many potential ready users, both as consumers and
as businesses. Thirdly, the Internet is both a marketplace and a delivery vehicle. And lastly,
instead of predetermined EDI forms, with Internet one can interact with a remote person in
a variety of ways, such as by e-mail, voice, video, while doing a transaction.

Further, project manager Pekka Vanne of Boston Consulting Group lists additional
advantages that Internet offers over EDI (Koskinen, 2001, 23):

•

Internet-business happens in real-time making it more suitable than EDI for
optimization

•

Internet technologies make auctions possible

•

Internet allows partners to deepen their relationship. For instance product development
is not possible with EDI’s “forms”
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•

There is only limited amount of EDI messages, and adaptation of new messages is
harder. XML messaging is more flexible

•

Internet allows the distribution of pictures, price lists, catalogues, and technical
specifications

While e-commerce is about enhancing individual processes, e-business is about integration
of multiple processes. According to Kalakota and Robinson (1999, 4), definition of ebusiness, in addition to encompassing e-commerce, includes both front- and back-end
applications that form the engine of modem business. They argue that e-business is not just
about e-business transactions. It is redefining old business models with the aid of
technology to maximize customer value. Järvelä and Tinnilä (2000, 7-8) argue that in ebusiness phase companies strive to integrate their internal core and service processes to
electronic services while e-commerce is about integration of only selected processes.

Figure 5: The Integration of e-Business and Traditional Business
Moving Closer
Together
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Traditional
Business
Human
Resources
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Applications

e-Commerce

Finance Island

Back-End Integration
Application
Service
Provider
Outsource
Applications

.Production Island,

Marketing
Island

Net Integrated /
Process

Internet and Wireless
Low-Cost Communication Platform

Source: Craig and Jutla 2001,15
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E-business is using network and distributed information technology,
knowledge management, and trust mechanisms to transform key business
processes and relationships with customers, employees, business partners,
regulatory parties, and communities. E-business is about changing business
models to create new or increased value to the customer. (Craig & Jutla, 2001,
9-10)

According to Mougayar (1998, 9), e-business can bring new dimensions of speed,
efficiency, spontaneity, interactivity, pervasiveness, and cost reduction in following areas:

•

Approaches to marketing, sales, and distribution channels

•

General, selling, and administrative processes

•

Product generation process

•

Digital content creation and manipulation for the purpose of adding value

•

Manufacturing and procurement processes

•

Relationship and trading partners

•

Supply chain management

In other words, e-business impacts industry structures and companies’ value chains and
integration becomes more a standard way of doing business. Ultimately e-business will, in
a sense, cease to exist, as it becomes business as usual. This happens after e-business
matures to the point where it becomes a natural part of strategy. Following Table 2
describes the likely development path from e-commerce towards network economy where
common protocols and standards allow companies to integrate even their most core
processes.
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Table 2: Evolution of e-Commerce
e-Commerce

e-Business

Electronic Network
Economy

Processes

Separate e-commerce
processes

Integrated core
processes and service
processes

Partly shared and
outsourced

Technology

Marketplace

Integrated ERP systems

Protocols, e.g.
standards and
platforms

Customer
Relationship

Separate

Permanent and
fixed

Controlled by
customer and/or
infomediary

Source: Järvelä & Tinnilä 2000, 9

The following Figure 6 describes the same development from slightly different angle. As
e-commerce processes are introduced it enables the streamlining of separate, inefficient
processes throughout the value chain. As companies integrate more their activities they
effectively move towards e-business. Ultimately channel conflicts are likely to emerge as
traditional channels feel the pressure from electronic channels. This can happen in sales
channels but also anywhere else in the value chain, as new ways of doing business become
feasible. Again, the shift towards network economy is conditioned to forming of shared
standards and platforms. It should be noted however, that even the most advanced
companies, such exceptions as Dell or Amazon, are only becoming true e-businesses.
Forming of joint standards is still in the very beginning as there are multiple technologies
still challenging each other and old technology standards (e.g. EDI) are still widely used.
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Figure 6: Stages of e-Business

Network
Economy
e-Business
e-Commerce

Source: Lahti 2001, 22 ref. Saarinen 2000

It should also be emphasized that the speed and the size of this development have to be
evaluated by the respective industries and companies. It is already clear that the impact of
Internet enabled business models in most industries will not be as strong and decisive as
thought only a while ago. These issues will be discussed further in Chapter IV.

3.2 Old-economy Evolution vs. Dotcom Revolution
The Internet and especially the opportunities it brings for businesses has received lots of
attention from executives, entrepreneurs, investors, business students and media. During
the last couple of years we have been able to read about the Internet revolution and on how
emerging, new business models were expected to make traditional bricks and mortar
companies obsolete. Caught up in the general fervor many have assumed that the Internet
changes everything, rendering all the old rules obsolete (Porter 2001, 63).

In retrospect it is easy to recognize many wrong assumptions that were made. Webonomist
Juha Turunen from Cap Gemini Ernst & Young (Talouselämä 2/2001, 46) identifies three
claims that were made:
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•

Visitors turn into money - Large visitor numbers and income do not have direct
relationship.

•

The window of opportunity is closing - Consultants overestimated the amount of head
start that would be gained by companies that moved first. Now it seems that followers
can learn from the mistakes made by the “revolutionaries”. This was also the case with
Amazon, which was actually only the fourth bookstore in the web. It was able to learn
from its predecessors and avoid mistakes and eventually win the position of the most
successful bookstore on the web.

•

The whole world is the market - The growth expectations are enormous as the whole
world is considered the market. However, the business doesn’t turn global with only
web pages.

Further, Director Harri Anderson of Boston Consulting Group says that dotcoms were
missing all the necessities of success: products, distribution channels, sales volume and the
commitment of large manufacturers. (Talouselämä 19/2001, 52)

According to Porter (2001, 64-65), companies were also confused by distorted market
signals, often of their own creation. Porter recognizes three major reasons for unreliable
sales figures on the revenue side of the profit equation in industries in which Internet
technology is widely used. Firstly, many companies have resorted to heavy subsidization
of the purchase of their products and services in hopes to gain market share and a position
in the Internet. Secondly, many buyers have been drawn to the Internet out of their
curiosity even when the benefits have been uncertain or limited. Thirdly, some “revenues”
from on-line commerce have been received in the form of stock rather than cash.
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But if sales figures have been fuzzy so have costs, Porter (2001, 64-65) argues. Many
companies doing business on-line have enjoyed subsidized inputs, as their suppliers have
been eager to affiliate themselves with and learn from online leaders. Further, many
suppliers and employees have agreed to accept equity, warrants or stock options from
Internet-related companies and ventures in payment for their products and services.
Internet companies have also systematically understated their need for capital. Companies,
including Amazon.com, soon learned that on-line business does require inventory,
warehouses, and other investments to provide value to customers. Porter (2001, 65) also
recognizes that signals from the stock market have been unreliable, as they no longer
provide an accurate guide as to whether real economic value is created. Distorted revenues,
costs, and share prices have been matched by the unreliability of the financial metrics and
creative accounting approaches that companies have adopted.

It can now be said that instead of Internet revolution we are experiencing more of an
evolution of old economy. Companies are adopting Internet-related technologies at varying
speeds and with more careful consideration on how the use of modem information
technology is likely to impact their respective industries and businesses.
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Figure 7: Evolution ofE-Business
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Gartner Group estimated already in 1999 (see Figure 7) that Internet companies would pass
the peak of inflated expectations in 2000 and see their shares plummet. Since the dotcom
bubble burst in April 2000 and many “pure plays” have lost most of their market
capitalization, the eye is now on the established “old-economy” companies, which are
melding Internet and traditional approaches in ways that buttress existing advantages. It is
widely believed that companies with solid businesses, strong financial base, experienced
managers and employees, known brands, and operations in place, can start utilizing
Internet enabled e-commerce in their businesses with fewer risks and in shorter time than
start-ups. Eventually, Gartner believes that E-Business “ends” as it becomes a natural part
of corporate strategy and business processes. Gartner believes optimistically that this will
happen by 2006-2008.
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The value of integrating traditional and Internet methods creates potential
advantages for established companies. IT will be easier for them to adopt and
integrate Internet methods that than for dotcoms’ to adopt and integrate
traditional ones. It is not enough, however, just to graft the Internet onto
historical ways of competing in simplistic ”click-and-mortar” configurations.
Established companies will be most successful when they deploy Internet
technology to reconfigure traditional activities or when they find new
combinations of Internet and traditional approaches. (Porter 2001, 78)

Today we can see, that Internet and related technologies did not render old lessons obsolete
- not to mention old and established companies. Many high technology industries are still
much less profitable than “low-technology” industries due to their unfavorable industry
structures. Modem information technology, however, does have a profound impact on
value strategic thinking that has to be understood in “bricks and mortar” companies if they
plan to stay competitive in the changing business environment, and eventually turn
themselves into true “clicks and mortar” companies. This is also a challenge for Fortum
Base Oils. Luckily, it seems that such traditional B2B companies as FBO have many traits
that support their “evolution” towards the utilization of modem information technology.

3.3 B2B Companies Lead the Way to e-Commerce and e-Business
The failure of B2C dotcoms to bring revenue streams to other parties than their founders
has deteriorated the belief in the possibilities of e-business. However, the business
characteristics of B2C and B2B companies have few but very profound differences that
make the e-business more suitable for the latter. These differences can be derived from the
very basic differences in exchange characteristics assumed in the consumer relationship vs.
interorganizational relationship -focused research traditions described in following Table
3.
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Table 3: The Differences Between B2C and B2B Relationships
Consumer Relationships:

Interorganizational relationships:

Low relational complexity

High Relational complexity

•The focus is on marketerindividual customer relationships

•The focus is on supplier-buyer
dyads, and exchange within focal
nets

•A large number of customers

•A small number of actors, ranging
from profit/ non-profit-organizations
to governmental organizations, and
key persons

•Low interdependence since
resources (relationships, products,
information, etc.) are substitutable
•Switching is relatively easy

•Mutual interdependence through
resource ties, resources are
relatively heterogeneous, making
switching difficult

•The seller is primarily active
•The focus is on few episodes seldom on long-term relationships

•Any actor can be active

•The emphasis is on managerial,
and psychological views of
exchange

•Transactions are episodes in long
term relationships

Source: Möller and Halinen, 2000, 40

As the Table 3 indicates, in B2B markets, companies often know their customers and the
needs of the potential customers much better than in the consumer markets. This is because
there is only a small number of actors in the B2B markets, and suppliers1 and buyers’
mutual interdependence through resource ties have favored long-term relationships. Other
favorable characteristics for B2B e-commerce include high switching costs that are often
involved with the complex B2B transactions. Also, lack of customers’ trust on on-line
suppliers that is characteristic in the consumer market is often missing in the B2B market
for the reasons listed above.

Moreover, Moygayar (1998, 19) has listed differences between business and consumer
characteristics for Internet commerce that support the findings by Möller and Halinen.
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Table 4: Differences between Business and Consumer Characteristics for Internet
Commerce

Characteristic

Business

Consumer

Percentage on-line

High

Low

Total potential value of transaction

High

Medium

Value/price sensitivity

Low

High

Known relationship?

High

Low

Number of customers

Low

High

Time required to “get in or out” of relationships

Long

Short

Motivation to improve efficiency of transactions

High

Low

Source: Mougayar 1998, 19

According to Moygayar (1998, 18), the differences between B2B and B2C Internet
commerce seem to suggest that B2B sector will develop more rapidly as a higher
percentage of businesses are connected to the Internet.
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May (2000, 84-86) also argues that businesses have several benefits additional to technical
readiness that make business-to-business e-commerce a warm-start area. First, business
has developed a trading culture and associated legal framework making intercompany
trading somewhat more simple than transacting with consumers. Intercompany transactions
are also surrounded by the traditions of issuing purchase orders and invoices, respecting
credit periods and running persistent account trading relationships. Once admitted to a
trading relationship, an organization needs only to follow standard industry practice to
effective transactions. Secondly, May argues that a large proportion of business-to-business
transactions are repeat orders. Despite the variability that build-to-order brings to a
manufacturer, high degree stability persists in the range, quantity, and frequency of
materials he will order from suppliers. Thirdly, business-to-business e-commerce need
concern itself less with the subtleties of consumer behavior, though B2B players will want
to revisit this topic as they develop their services. Business-to-business e-commerce is
business-as-usual: largely routine and impersonal unlike business-to-consumer ecommerce.

The findings of Möller and Halinen, Mougayar and May all support the view that
established B2B companies are by nature well positioned to utilize e-business in their
business. Shortly put, they have the resources, business knowledge, customer intimacy and
maybe most importantly, actual value and revenue producing business activities, on which
to build their respective e-business models.

3.4 Summary of B2B e-Business
The purpose of Chapter III was to introduce the reader to the issues surrounding ebusiness. First, electronic commerce was defined as a subset of e-business that focuses on
buying and selling over digital media. E-commerce is then viewed as enhancing individual
processes.

Having said that, e-business is about integration of multiple core and service processes
with means provided by modem information technology. Thus, in addition to e-commerce,
e-business includes both front- and back-end applications of modem businesses.
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It should be noted, however, that terms e-commerce and e-business are often used
interchangeably, and research does not know one generally accepted definition of these
terms. The tendency is that the term “e-commerce” is often very widely defined. In this
study both terms will be mainly used as described above.

In addition to defining key terms in Chapter III, it was also argued that instead of B2C
dotcom revolution we are seeing an evolution of B2B business models to include ecommerce and e-business. We backed this view by studying business and exchange
characteristic of both B2B and B2C companies, which seem to support established B2B
businesses. We also found other factors, e.g. trading culture that supports B2B companies’
move towards e-business domain.

The following Chapter IV analyses the impact of e-business on base oil industry and on the
sustainability of Fortum Base Oils strategy. The purpose of Chapter IV is to understand
what the implications of e-business are for Fortum Base Oils.
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IV The Impact of e-Business on Industries and Fortum
Base Oils’ Value Strategy
The chapter begins with introduction to core concepts of competitive strategy: industry
structure and competitive advantage. These issues will then be analyzed more deeply by
first studying the impact of Internet on the base oil industry in subsection 4.2. In the
following subsection 4.3 we will first introduce the three value strategies firms can follow
to improve their relative position in their industries. We will then utilize value net analysis
in subsection 4.4. The value analysis allows a detailed understanding of how Fortum Base
Oils creates value to its customers, what are its core competencies, and what value
strategy, if any, FBO has followed. Finally, in subsection 4.5, a proposition for FBO’s ebusiness strategy is then formed building on the issues presented above.

4.1 Competition and Strategy: Core Concepts
According to Porter (2001, 66), two fundamental factors determine profitability for a firm:

Industry structure, which determines the profitability of an average competitor

Sustainable competitive advantage, which allows company to outperform the
average competitor

These two underlying drivers of profitability are universal as they transcend to any
technology or type of business. However, they vary widely by industry and company.
Porter argues that the broad, supra industry-classifications so common in Internet parlance,
such as business-to-consumer and business-to-business prove meaningless with respect to
profitability. Potential profitability can be understood only by looking at individual
industries and individual companies. (Porter, 2001, 66)
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It should also be noted, that both industry structure and sustainable competitive advantage
are dynamic. The attractiveness of industries changes over time as well as firms’
competitive advantage. And Internet has increased the dynamic nature of these two factors
by many folds. However, this development does not mean that companies cannot affect the
influence that Internet has on their respective industries.

In order to do the above, companies need to first understand how information technology
affects their business domains. The impact of modem information technology affects
competition on four vital ways:

•

It changes industry structure and, in doing so, alters the rules of competition (Ch. 4.2)

•

It creates competitive advantage by giving companies new ways to outperform their
rivals (Ch. 4.3 & 4.4)

•

It spawns whole new businesses, often from within a company’s existing operations
(Porter, 1998, 76)

•

It creates totally new industries

In the following subsection 4.2 we will examine the impact of Internet on the base oil
industry structure.

We then move to subsection 4.3 in order to first introduce the three value strategies firms
can follow to achieve competitive advantage, and then deepen the analysis to include
Fortum Base Oils in subsection 4.4.

4.2 Industry Structure

The first fundamental determinant of a firm’s profitability is industry
attractiveness. Competitive strategy must grow out of a sophisticated
understanding of the rules of competition that determine an industry’s
attractiveness. (Porter, 1985, 6)
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Putting attention to the determinants of industry structure is increasingly important as
information technology and Internet enhanced electronic commerce is changing the
balance between the different forces of competition. In his famous model, Porter (2001,
66) describes the structural attractiveness of an industry by five underlying forces of
competition: the intensity of rivalry among existing competitors, the barriers to entry
among new competitors, the threat of substitute products or services, the bargaining power
of suppliers, and the bargaining power of buyers.

Figure 8: Elements ofIndustry Structure
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Source: Porter 1985, 6
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Product differences
Brand identity
Impact on quality/
performance
Buyer profits
Decision makers’
incentives

The collective strength of these forces described in the Figure 8 above determines the
ultimate profit potential of an industry (Porter 1998, 21) and the opportunity for superior
performance among the competition.

According to Afuah and Tucci (2001, 129), an industry analysis allows a firm to ask itself
the following questions:

•

What can we do to moderate rivalry in this industry?

•

What can we do to reduce the viability of substitutes?

•

How can we create and maintain barriers to entry?

•

What can we do to increase our power over the buyers and suppliers?

In other words, the analysis of the five forces illuminates an industry’s fundamental
attractiveness, exposes the underlying attractiveness, and provides insight on how
profitability will evolve in the future (Porter 2001, 66). It also allows companies to assess
what strategic steps must be undertaken to prosper from the Internet induced change in the
business landscape.

Therefore, we will use the five competitive forces to study the impact of Internet on the
industry structures general and in the Fortum Base Oils’ industry in particular in the
following subsections.
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4.2.1 Impact of Internet on Industry Structure
According to Porter (1985, 172), technology is an important determinant in overall
industry structure if the technology employed in a value activity becomes widespread. It
can be safely said that there hardly is an industry where Internet enabled e-commerce
would not have an impact. Porter (1985, 172) argues that technological change that is
diffused can potentially affect each of the five competitive forces, and thus improve or
erode industry attractiveness. This means that even if technology does not yield
competitive advantage to any one firm, it may affect the profit potential of all firms.
Conversely, technological change that improves a firm’s competitive advantage may
worsen structure as it is imitated, as we will later discover in the PC industry case
presented in this chapter. The potential effect of Internet on industry structures means that
firms cannot set e-strategies without first considering the structural impacts Internet has on
given industries.

The impact of Internet driven e-business on the competitive forces and on long-term
profitability varies greatly in different industries. However, an examination of a wide
range of industries in which the Internet is playing a role reveals some clear trends.
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Figure 9: How the Internet Influences Industry Structure
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bargaining
power over
traditional
channels

(-)Shifts
bargaining
power to end
consumers
(•) Reduces
switching costs

(•) Reduces barriers to entry such as the need for
a sales force, access to channels, and physical
assets - anything that Internet technology
eliminates or makes easier to do reduces barriers
to entry
(-) Internet applications are difficult to keep
proprietary from new entrants
(•) A flood of new entrants has come into many
industries

Source: Porter 2001,67

As we can see in Figure 9, the Internet can make the competition much harder for suppliers
as the industry structures are more likely to become unstable. We will now take a closer
look on how information technology is likely to influence competitive forces across all
industries and the Base Oils industry in particular.

4.2.1.1 The Implications of Internet on Existing Industry Competitors
Internet can affect the nature and basis of competition among existing competitors in many
ways. Internet allows buyers to reach more suppliers and gather information on prices,
availability, specifications and options more easily. On-line world makes it much harder
for suppliers to differentiate themselves from the competition as they lack potential points
of distinction offered by physical world, such as offices, personal relationships, and service
departments. All this moves the basis of competition towards price competition.
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Furthermore, hardware and software needed for e-commerce are easily available to
companies of all sizes, as technology becomes more affordable and flexible. With
packaged software, companies can step past years of required development for own
proprietary software. This leads to shared technologies as competition can copy the
technology almost over night. For instance SAP is fast becoming the standard software in
many industries. Already more than 70 percent of the world’s leading oil and gas
companies, with over 500,000 users, utilize mySAP Oil & Gas solution for the complete
petroleum industry value chain (www.SAP.com). This kind of development means that in
most industries, information technology per se, is unlikely to provide sustainable
competitive advantage for any party in the long run.

IT can also have a profound impact on the cost structure and hence affect pricing decisions.
Fixed costs relative to variable costs are likely to get higher as companies are increasingly
investing on process technologies and more efficient markets aggregate demand reducing
transaction costs. A good example of this is TotalFinaElf, world’s fifth largest oil
company, that has introduced an extranet-based e-commerce solution in its B2B oil trade in
France. TotalFinaElf boasts a reduction of 20-30 percent in order management costs, as
well as improved customer service in terms of improved availability of information supply
and transportation efficiency (Accenture.com, 11.6.2001).

It can be also argued that exit barriers within industries are likely to become stronger in
many industries as products are becoming more information intensive and require highly
specialized production technologies (see Figure 3, page 14). Oil industry for example
requires huge investments before business can take place. Not only the production
technologies become more complex but also the products and value chains.

As the TotalFinaElf example illustrates, the adoption of modem information technology
can boost customer service quite rapidly. Response times and the quality of information
offered to customers can be enhanced. This is also probably the largest effect of the IT in
the Fortum Base Oils’ business domain in the short term.
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IT will also make cost savings possible. Cost savings that would bring competitive
advantage for any party, however, are not likely to be information technology driven in
base oil industry. Transaction costs are only a small part of total costs in FBO’s business
and the cost structure is mostly related to production technology and to the raw materials.
Also, the effect of IT on the exit barriers in base oil industry is likely to be very modest
because the cost structure in base oils industry is already capital intensive.

4.2.1.2 The Implications of Internet on Suppliers
Most of the effects of the Internet enabled e-commerce seem not to favor suppliers of
commodities, not even if they are well established, as Internet procurement tends to raise
customers’ leverage over suppliers. Porter (2001, 69) argues that as customers become
more familiar with the technology their loyalty to current suppliers will diminish as they
realize that the cost of switching is low. This is also one of the most important effects of
XML technologies. Widespread adoption of XML will free companies from the need to
reconfigure proprietary ordering systems (such as EDI) and to create new procurement and
logistical protocols when changing suppliers (Porter, 2001, 68). In longer term, the impact
of the Internet can be even more dramatic.

In digital marketplaces, for instance, the buyers can benefit from lower transaction costs,
from product and price information, and from associated services. The claimed benefits for
suppliers include lower selling costs, lower transactions costs, access to wider markets, and
the avoidance of powerful channels (Porter 2001, 70). However, so far most of the digital
marketplaces have failed to offer these advantages for suppliers, and forced them to
participate in destructive price competition (Tedechi, 2001)
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There are, however, also some positive effects that Internet brings to suppliers, Porter
argues. Internet can change the relationship between competitive scope and competitive
advantage. The technology increases company’s ability to coordinate its activities
regionally, nationally, and globally. It can also unlock the power of broader geographic
scope to create competitive advantage (Porter 1998, 92). E-commerce also erodes the
power of sales channels as suppliers can reach the customers directly (Porter 2001, 70).
This view is also supported by Kothandaraman and Wilson (2001, 385) who argue that
there are also signs that the emergence of e-commerce would formulate business models,
which need closer relationships to be effective. Kothandaraman and Wilson refer to a study
by Segev et al. claiming that purchase managers, in general, believe that Internet makes
becoming closer to suppliers cheaper and that it will reduce the length of the supply chain
through easier location of suppliers. The managers also felt that the Internet would also
increase supply chain efficiency through easier sharing of information.

Furthermore, Internet enables suppliers to reach more potential customers. Suppliers can
also deter the strengthening market power of their customers by fighting the
commoditization of their products and service offerings with Internet enabled
differentiation and shift their customers’ focus away from price. Some technologies such
as voice-over-IP and streaming media, for instance, allow suppliers to communicate more
efficiently to their customers thus serve them better with lower costs (Porter 2001, 70).

Again it has to be noted that the impact of Internet on different industries varies greatly.
How much customer relationship and personal contact will lose grounds depends on many
factors but perhaps the most important factor is the nature of the goods and services that
are traded. The more information intensive they are, the higher the switching costs.
Producers of commodities on the other hand are likely to face new kind of competition
from entrants who capitalize on the possibilities of modem information technology. At the
same time, producers of differentiated offerings will need to figure out how the
information technology is likely to alter the basis of the differentiation in their respective
businesses.
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This is also the case with Fortum Base Oils. As described in subsection 2.3, different
producers’ PAO products are interchangeable and thus very potential products to be sold in
e-markets, whereas VHVI products have high information content (see Figure 3, page 14)
and cannot be easily compared or substituted and are thus not very suitable for emarketplaces. Although it seems that PAO could be sold through e-markets this is not very
likely in near future. The supply of PAO has surpassed the demand for only a while and
there are only four suppliers in the European market. It seems that there is no need for
more efficient market mechanism for the moment.

A Study by Boston Consulting Group supports the notion, that in the near term, B2B ecommerce will not be as disruptive to many traditional buyer-supplier relationships as
often thought. According to Jim Andrew, BCG vice president, almost half of the 260
buyers, sellers, and e-marketplaces surveyed find that off-line communications is almost
always needed to complete online transactions. The emerging message according to
Andrew is: “Don’t sell your golf clubs.” (Cox, 2000). This is in line with what we
discovered in Chapter III. Even with the emergence of electronic commerce companies
should not discard their current assets. In Fortum Base Oils case this finding would suggest
that the company should not discard but derive competitive advantage from its cumulated
business knowledge even under the pressure of new business models.
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4.2.1.3 The Implications of Internet on New Entrants
Technological change is a powerful determinant of entry barriers. In many industries, such
as financial services or travel, Internet has brought a flood of new entrants. Internet has
reduced such barriers of entry as the need for a sales force, access to channels, and physical
assets, opening way for new players with some advantages over established companies.
According to Järvelä and Tinnilä (2000, 9) new entrants do not have to carry old industry
structures, service structures or offices, but can build their service offer from “clean table”.
It is also easier for new entrants to concentrate on most profitable customer segments. This
brings new threats for established players. Increasing price competition and direct sales
channels take the most price sensitive customers, Internet services that capitalize on
segmentation might diminish concentrated and lucrative customer segments. Furthermore,
established suppliers’ attempt to build their own electronic channels might lead to charnel
conflicts if companies cannibalize their own distribution channels or try to reach endcustomers over their own customers.

However, Järvelä and Tinnilä (2000, 9) also remind that new entrants often lack industry
specific knowledge. It is also the very nature of Internet applications that they are difficult
to keep proprietary from the competitors. As IT and e-commerce standards emerge, old
established companies will be more likely to introduce their own on-line applications and
begin leveraging their cumulated business knowledge on logistics and other processes that
are vital for successful businesses. As we will later argue, it is harder than ever to sustain
technological leadership making other factors than the technological advantage more
important.
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Advancements in information technology are not likely to make the emergence of new
direct competitors more probable in base oils industry. As argued earlier, base oil industry
is very capital intensive and there is only limited amount of players. E-business would not
directly give competitive edge in cost structure or in reach for new entrants. Probably the
largest threat for Fortum Base Oils business would be if an e-marketplace for base oils
emerged. This kind of efficient market mechanism might commoditize Fortum Base Oils’
product offerings, as customers would be able to pool demand and hence put more pressure
and focus on price. E-marketplace would also make it harder for Fortum Base Oils to offer
value added from services in addition to their physical product. We will come back to these
issues in more detail in Chapter 5.

4.2.1.4 The Implications of Internet on Buyers/ Customers
Internet tends to shift the bargaining power towards the buyers. Internet allows buyers to
reach and find more potential suppliers. As the bargaining power of suppliers and channels
erodes, end customers are becoming more powerful as switching costs and transaction
costs are reduced (Porter 2001, 70). With Internet technology buyers can also more easily
compare products and services, and force suppliers to bid against each other. The opposite
view to the former is that the Internet also allows a deeper relationship between customers
and suppliers making it more often beneficial for customers to seek stronger relationships
with suppliers. Again, it should be noted that the shift of the bargaining power towards
customers and the means to counter this development have to evaluated by the industry and
by the company.

As discussed earlier, Fortum Base Oils’ market is characterized by only a limited amount
of competing suppliers, price level is already quite well known, customers prefer long
relationships and longer contract periods, as well as suppliers’ ability to react to changes in
demand. Also the quality of product is important. This is especially so in EHVI, which
requires specifications for certain use. This all seems to support the notion that even if
Internet enhances price transparency, there are still “traditional” capabilities that suppliers
can leverage to gain a differentiated position.
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4.2.1.5 The Implications of Internet on Substitutes

All industries face the threat of substitution. Substitution is the process by
which one product or service supplants another in performing a particular
function or functions for a buyer (Porter 1985, 273).

According to Porter (1985, 6), determinants of substitute threat are:

•

The relative value/price of a substitute compared to industry’s product

•

The cost of switching to the substitute

•

Buyer’s propensity to switch

It is easy to see how Internet is likely to increase the threat of substitution. Consider
switching costs. “Switching costs encompass all the costs incurred by a customer in
changing to a new supplier - everything from hashing out a new contract to reentering data
to learning how to use a different product or service. As switching costs go up, customers’
bargaining power falls and the barriers to entry into an industry rise” (Porter 2001, 68). In
the Internet these switching cost are likely to be lower than in the traditional way of doing
business as e-commerce standards evolve and buyers are able to switch suppliers often
with just a few mouse clicks (Porter 2001, 68).

Having said that, the threat of substitution is low in Fortum Base Oils’ business, as there
hardly are any substitutes for base oils that would become attractive for its customers as
electronic commerce is introduced.
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4.2.2 Overview of the Impact of Internet on the Structure of Fortum Base Oils’
Industry
As we have discussed, many of the outcomes Internet has on a wide range of industries are
negative from suppliers’ perspective: buyers’ bargaining power increases, barriers of entry
are reduced, new substitutes are created, price competition increases as variable costs are
reduced and cost structures move towards fixed costs. However, how strong the impact of
the Internet will be and to what direction, has to be evaluated for each industry and more
often by individual company.

The picture is not so grim in Fortum Base Oils’ case. The rivalry between existing industry
competitors in the base oil industry is not likely to change in short-term under the pressure
from the increasing use of modem information technology. Also, price pressures are not
likely to increase due to the limited amount of potential suppliers. Customers can easily
reach all suppliers for price quotes. In addition to that, FBO’s cost structure is
characterized with capital-intensive manufacturing and low transaction costs making short
term impact of e-business on costs very modest at best. There is also no increased threat
from new entrants due to e-business as the barriers of entry consist of extremely high fixed
costs. Also, the potential emergence of substitute products is not deliverable to ecommerce or enhanced market mechanisms. In short-term, the most likely e-business
related threat for Fortum Base Oils might be enhancements in competitors’ customer
service. In longer term, an emergence of e-marketplace for base oils would shift the
balance of power towards buyers, as price would be main differentiator of suppliers. The
key question then would be whether Fortum Base Oils could deliver more value added than
what e-marketplace would offer.

It could be summarized that the emergence of e-business in unlike to be disruptive to
traditional customer relationships in Fortum’s base oil business. The existing advantages of
stable customer relationships and customer knowledge, experienced employees and known
brands will matter also in the future. Therefore we argue that Fortum Base Oils should
capitalize on the cumulated business knowledge and competencies even under the pressure
of new business models.
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Information technology does, however, offer possibilities to increase the value offered to
customers and affect the sustainability of strategies. In the following subsection 4.3 we will
first introduce the three value strategies firms can follow to improve their relative position
in their industries. We will then utilize value net analysis in subsection 4.4 to study in
detail how FBO creates value to its customers and how the emergence of e-business is
likely to affect the strategy FBO has chosen to create superior value to its customers.
4.3Competitive Strategy: Creating Sustainable Competitive Advantage
As described in the Chapter 4.2, the first fundamental determinant of a firm’s profitability
is industry attractiveness. The second central question in competitive strategy is a firm’s
relative position within its industry, or competitive strategy. (Porter 1985, 11)

While industry attractiveness is partly a reflection of factors over which a firm has little
influence (for example industry structure), competitive strategy has considerable power to
make an industry more or less attractive, and firms can improve or erode their positions
within industry through their choices of strategy. The strategy options introduced are
product leadership, operational efficiency and customer intimacy strategies by Treacy and
Wiersema (1995, 52-56).
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4.3.1 Three Value Strategies
According to Treacy and Wiersema (1995, 52-56) companies have three generic value
strategies to achieve competitive advantage: Operational excellence, product leadership,
and customer intimacy. Tracey and Wiersema argue that today’s market leaders choose to
pursue one of these competitive value strategies after they have first decided which
customers and customer needs they will serve. After a company has decided which
customer segments and needs are served, and with what one distinctive value discipline,
they then raise the value customers learn to expect by improving products, cutting prices,
or enhancing value. By continuously exceeding customers’ expectations and pushing the
desired customer value further, market leaders keep offering more value in their
customers’ eyes than their competitors. In short, the idea of leading companies is to be
brilliant and thrive exactly where their customers most expect it. This does not mean,
however, that companies should discard other value positions. They have to continuously
exceed customer expectations in selected value strategy and reach at least the minimum
expectations in the other two value positions. (Treacy and Wiersema 1995, 52-56; Hope
and Hope, 1998, 73-74)

Figure 10: Three Value Strategies

Value Strategy

Product Leadership
•Best Product
•Speed-to-Market

—
i
Operational Excellence
•Cost Efficiency
•Hassle-free Service

Customer Intimacy
•Customization
•Long-term
Relationships
_____________________

Source: Hope and Hope, 1998, 74
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Next each of the value strategies will be described in more in more detail. The
characteristics of these generic strategy options should be then be considered as Fortum
Base Oils value net is analyzed in subsection 4.4.

4.3.1.1 Product Leadership
Companies competing with product leadership strategy target customers that want top-ofthe-line products. Their proposition to customers is simply to offer the best products. In
order to achieve this goal product leaders have to challenge themselves in three ways.
Firstly, they need to be creative. This means recognizing and embracing new ideas where
ever they originate - inside the company or out. Secondly, companies with product
leadership strategy need to commercialize their products quickly. They know that being
first in the market defines the success. Today, in many industries, the product life cycles
and development times get shorter. This leads to vicious cycle: Shorter the life cycles, the
less time for profitable sales, which means that there is less money for product
development. Only way to win is to be first in the market and this way gain more time to
harvest the profits from investments. Thirdly, product leaders cannot rest their success on
only one innovation but innovate continuously. A classic example of this is 3M, which
derives 30 percent of its yearly sales from products that have entered markets within last
four years. This, we argue, is also the secret behind Nokia’s success. It is better to
cannibalize your own products than let competitors do it. Self-cannibalization ensures that
company’s products on the markets always have the best possible margins. (Tracey and
Wiersema 1995, 55; Hope and Hope, 1998, 78-79)

4.3.1.2 Operational Excellence
Companies competing with operational excellence target customers who purchase products
and services at the best price and! or with least inconvenience.
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Tracey and Wiersema (1995, 54) have recognized four distinct features on operating
models of companies that have vigorously pursued a strategy of operational excellence.
Firstly, they have supply chains that have been optimized and streamlined to minimize
costs and hassle. Secondly, their operations are standardized, simplified, tightly controlled
and centrally planned. Thirdly, their management systems focus on integrated high-speed
transactions and compliance to norms. And finally, companies aiming at operational
efficiency have a culture that seeks to minimize waste and rewards efficiency.

A “classic” example of the above is Dell Computer that sells its products only through
low-cost electronic channels, controls its supply chain electronically, and turns its
inventories 75 times a year (WSJ.com, 2001). Modem information technology has allowed
Dell to re-figure PC industry’s value chain in order to cut down costs in its purchasing and
selling activities.

It should be remembered that the sources of operational excellence vary and depend
strongly on the industry structure. However, as Dell’s example indicates, today operational
excellence is more often derivable to the use of modem information technology. Porter
(2000, 70) argues that the Internet is arguably the most powerful tool available today for
enhancing operational effectiveness.

4.3.1.3 Customer Intimacy
The third value strategy is customer intimacy. Companies that compete with customer
intimacy strategy choose to cultivate relationships, they focus on delivering not what the
market wants, but what specific customers want. This strategy is aimed at customers who
want products and services that are customized to meet their special needs (Hope and Hope
1997, 89). According to Tracey and Wiersema (1995, 53) customer centric companies’
proposition to the customer is: “We have the best solution for you, and we provide all the
support you need to achieve optimum results, or value, or both”.
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Companies that have chosen customer intimacy as their strategy have one goal, to keep
their customer during the whole lifetime (Hope and Hope, 1998, 89). For companies that
have chosen the customer intimacy, this is also their greatest asset. Customers don’t have
to be regained through expensive advertising and promotion.

Again, Tracey and Wiersema (1995, 58) list features that are evident in companies
pursuing customer intimacy: Firstly, an obsession to help the customer understand exactly
what is needed and ensuring that the solution is delivered properly. Secondly, customer
centric companies delegate decision power to employees who are close to customers.
Thirdly, these companies have management systems that are geared to provide result for
selected customers. And finally, companies with customer intimacy strategies have a
culture that welcomes specific rather than general solutions and seek close and lasting
relationships.

4.3.2 Value Strategies and Value Chain
The following Figure 11 explains how value strategies relate to value chain. Although each
of the generic value strategies has certain similarities, each of the strategy focuses on a
distinctive part of the value chain.
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Figure 11: Three Value Strategies and Value Chain

Innovations

Source: Hope and Hope, 1998, 77
As we can see, product leaders focus on innovations, companies aiming at operational
excellence focus on minimizing costs in their supply chain and internal operations.
Customer centric companies focus on customer service and distribution. In other words,
Figure XXX shows which value chain activities are crucial for companies competing with
different value strategies, and where their core competence should be located in order to
match the chosen value strategy.
In order to understand better what is Fortum Base Oils value strategy, how and where that
value is created and what possibilities e-business offers to increase that value, we will
identify Fortum Base Oils’ value net in Chapter 4.4. Value net analysis allows us to
examine how and where FBO’s customer value is produced, the characteristics of customer
relations, what are the core competencies of the company, and which value strategy FBO
has followed and how well.
This comprehensive analysis will then help us to better understand the possibilities, threats
and implications of e-business in FBO’s business.
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4.4 Analysis of Fortum Base Oils’ Value Net
In order to understand more about the dynamics of how Fortum Base Oils’ value creation,
how it relates to the three generic value strategies, and how FBO could utilize information
technology we will utilize the value net analysis introduced by Parolini (1999). The value
net analysis allows a thorough understanding of a company’s value creating processes and
an accurate determining of core competencies.

Hammer and Champy (1993, ref. Day 1994, 38-39) argue that one way of overcoming a
problem of identifying organizations’ deeply embedded capabilities is to create detailed
maps of the sets of process activities in which the capabilities are employed. Further Day
says that “these maps usually show that capabilities and their defining processes usually
spun several functions and several organizational levels and involve extensive
communications”.

Furthermore Kothandaraman and Wilson (2001, 379-380) emphasize the understanding of
value creation process and its links to core capabilities. They also argue that the
competition in the future will shift to the network level from the firm level, and that the
ultimate force defining value networks or value chains will be e-commerce. This means
that the value net analysis will also allow us to analyze in more detail the potential of ebusiness in FBO’s business.

To determine the strategic value net activities we follow the basic guidelines for value
chain analysis suggested by Donelan and Kaplan (1998, 9). We will begin the analysis of
Fortum Base Oils’ value net by first identifying the value net activities and both physical
and information flows. We will then identify the product and service characteristics that
are valued by the customers. We then proceed to determining Fortum Base Oils core
competencies by analyzing, which specific activities are responsible for creating the
product and service characteristics that are appreciated by customers. This allows us to
determine what kind of value strategy, if any, Fortum Base Oils has followed and how
well.
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4.4.1 Fortum Base Oils Value Net
We start the value chain analysis by first identifying the activities that are necessary for
creation of customer value. These activities were mapped by interviewing Fortum Base
Oils personnel across the organization.

The following Figure 12 shows the activities and physical flows that are necessary to
deliver base oil to the customers (Note: Information streams are mapped in Figure 13).

Figure 12: Fortum Base Oils Value Net
PAO and EHVI aks
ilory hatte* (Е1УЕРЛ. API.
ACEA. ABEL etc.)
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Belgium
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of PAO

FBO'x
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Note: FBO’s organizational boundaries in Figure 12 are marked with

As discussed earlier, Fortum Base Oils is mainly involved in two base oil categories that
have different characteristics in terms of information content (see Figure 3, page 14).
Different producers’ PAO qualities are substitutes to each other whereas each producers’
EHVI qualities need to be approved to be used with certain additives and in certain uses.
Therefore, we will analyze both products separately.
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The development of PAO and EHVI starts with acquisition of raw material. Both EHVI
raw material crude oil and PAO raw material decene are readily available commodities and
thus not discussed further. It should be pointed, however, that some of Fortum Base Oils’
competitors are also producers of base oil raw material and have an absolute cost
advantage because of it.

The physical chain of PAO and EHVI differs somewhat. Synthetic PAO is produced in
Belgium in a facility concentrating in the production of PAO products. PAO products are
also stored in Belgium until they are delivered to customers.

EHVI is produced in Finland in a facility, which produces also other products derived from
crude oil for other Fortum units. EHVI qualities are produced in batches. Which EHVI
qualities are produced and when depend on many factors, such as the quality and
availability of raw materials and the production of other products in the same facility. This
means that EHVI products require large inventories in Finland, which then limits the
potential of e-business in the optimization of production.

EHVI products are delivered by sea from Finnish inventories to FBO’s inventories in
Belgium. Some customers, however, receive EHVI products directly from Fortum’s
Finnish inventories. The transportation method of both PAO and EHVI depends on
whether the customer wants to handle logistics or whether Fortum takes care of it, on the
size of the order and on geographical factors. Usually, however, transportation in Europe is
done by trucks. When delivered outside Europe, the transportation is conducted by sea.

FBO’s customer segments include major international oil companies and independent
lubricant blenders totaling around 150 customers. Classic 20/80 rule applies and 10 of the
largest customers bring most of the revenue. Fortum Base Oils’ customers can be
segmented in three groups:
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Major customers are usually multinational oil companies that often have centralized
purchasing. They have large volumes and yearly contracts. Customer is considered large
when it has large overall volumes even if Fortum’s share is small. This is because total
quantities required affect pricing policies. Large customers are often also producers of base
oils themselves causing the prices to be set to level where they would not produce base oil
products. These customers often buy multiple qualities of base oil.

Mid-sized and small customers are often regional and more specialized. They purchase
often only one base oil quality, e.g. PA06, and receive value-added from the technical
support Fortum Base Oils can offer. Fortum Base Oils is relatively strong in this segment.
FBO’s sales managers believe this due to good service that is offered also to smaller
customers.

The end-uses of base oils based products are multiple. The main end-user groups of PAO
and EHVI include automotive lube oil blenders and industrial users.

In order to understand how the customer value offered by FBO is produced we have
mapped the most important information streams that are necessary for producing customer
value in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Fortum Base Oils Value Net Including Value Adding Information
Streams
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The most logical point to start analyzing the information streams in this case is to start
from the down stream as the regulatory bodies largely determine specifications of the base
oils used in lubricants. The automotive industry, which is a considerable user group of base
oil based products, faces challenges of finding economic and environmentally friendly oil
and lubricant solutions under the pressure of such regulatory bodies as ACEA and API.

Lubricant blenders, who are Fortum Base Oils customers, serve both industrial and private
lubricant users. Lubricant blenders’ role is to formulate and package the final product that
consists of the base oil and additives. As described above, EHVI and additive solutions
require formulation and approval for certain use. Hence, lubricant blenders have strong ties
with additive producers. Some of Fortum Base Oils’ clients are large international oil
companies that produce both base oil and additives also by themselves but purchase from
Fortum because it is more cost effective and convenient.
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From customers’ point of view there are two main contact points to Fortum Base Oils:
Sales managers in Finland and in selected target markets, and Global Customer Service
Centre located in Beringen, Belgium.

Sales managers ’ role is to negotiate on contracts with current customers, develop customer
relations further and find new business opportunities. Fortum Base Oils’ sales managers
are empowered to make decisions on prices and other factors. This is possible because
sales managers’ high knowledge level allows them to answer customers without consulting
their superiors. Also Fortum Base Oils’ small organization size allows fast diffusion of
information. This is also considered an edge over many of the large competitors.

Customer Service Centre's (CSC) task is to handle all the routine customer service
including logistics coordination, order handling, billing and follow-up. CSC also takes care
of the FBO’s ERP system management, inventory control, quality control as well as
operational planning. CSC’s sales administrators are empowered to make small changes to
contracts if necessary. The more profound changes will be negotiated with sales managers.
CSC’s sales administrators’ time is taken mostly by “trouble situations’’, not by entering
orders. In the future, the importance and workload of Customer Service Centre is likely to
increase as more business comes from outside Europe and order handling will become
more demanding. For instance, paperwork is multiplied when business is done outside
Europe. Order handling for Europe takes now in average 1.5 hours, and to outside Europe
4.5 hours.

Further upstream, Fortum Base Oil’s Research and Development function located in
Porvoo, Finland has many important roles. IT provides technical support for refineries in
Porvoo and Beringen plant. However, R&D’s have two important roles in providing direct
customer value. They provide customer support and are in close cooperation with additive
manufacturers.
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FBO’s R&D department can help whenever customers face base oil related questions that
either sales managers or Customer Service Centre cannot handle. Another important
R&D’s customer value providing linkage is towards additive companies. Fortum Base Oil
is the first VHVI producer who is having joint development of VHVI solutions with
additive producers. This means that customers do not need to develop and test their own
VHVI and additive formulation: FBO’s EHVI and additive combination has already gone
through an approval process for certain use. This close cooperation brings also other kinds
of pay-offs for FBO. As FBO’s customers are often also competitors, the information on
how markets are developing and what kinds of solutions are needed by the end-users is
hard to get. Lubricant manufacturers, on the other hand, often have close contacts with
marketers of base oil based products and can provide valuable market information for
Fortum Base Oils.

We have now mapped both the physical streams and information streams in Fortum Base
Oils’ value net. In order to identify FBO’s core competencies we will first need to
determine what are the characteristics of FBO’s offering that customers value the most and
then identify where these characteristics are produced in the value net.

4.4.2 Customer Value and Core Competence
According to Kothandaraman and Wilson (2001, 381), “creation of value depends on the
ability to deliver high performance on the benefits that are important to the customer”.
Furthermore, Day then argues that the distinctiveness of a capability can be determined
from the amount of customer value it delivers. (Day 1994, 39).
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This means that the core value net activities should be determined from the product and
service characteristics that are valued by the existing customers and from the
characteristics that could be exploited to create value for the future customers. According
to Donelan and Kaplan (1998, 7), these product and service characteristics may include
“...quality, service, product features, or any number of tangible or intangible features of the
product or the company”. The firm’s ability to deliver performance on these important
benefits is their competence on technology and business processes (Kothandaraman and
Wilson, 2001, 381).

Day (1994, 39) argues that the strategic importance of core capabilities lies in their
demonstrable contribution to sustainable advantage and superior profitability. “Core
capabilities, while few, are the key to delivering superior value. Core capabilities provide
the means to deliver superior performance on the attributes that are important to the buyer”
(Kothandaraman and Wilson 2001, 382).

4.4.2.1 Customer Value
Fortum Base Oils’ product and service characteristics that are valued by the customers
were mapped by interviewing sales and marketing people, R&D people and customer
service people working in FBO and by studying the Customer Service Survey of 1998.

It is apparent in the Fortum Base Oils Customer Service Survey (1998), in the interviews
conducted inside Fortum Base Oils, and ultimately in the success of FBO, that customers
have been very pleased with the value they have received from doing business with Fortum
Base Oils. FBO’s customer relations are characterized as long term and stable and
contracts are often negotiated in annual bases. Price is an important issue for customers but
not the only determinant of base oil supplier selection. According to a customer
satisfaction report (1998) product quality and product availability are also considered
important as well as accuracy and speed of response and cooperation. It seems that FBO
has done well in terms of overall service.
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According to a customer Satisfaction Report 1998, Fortum has scored very well in terms of
product quality and short-term availability, deliveries, product consignment and on
response and cooperation. In a question regarding competitive price level FBO gets
average scores, which is a good result considering that customers usually do not tell if they
consider prices to be low, and when FBO has knowingly emphasized other issues than
price in its value offering. It should be noted, however, that since 1998 the supply of PAO
has increased and it is likely that customers are more price sensitive today.
4A.2.2 Fortum Base Oils’ Core Competencies
As we have argued, the core value net activities should be determined from the product and
service characteristics that are valued by the customers. According to the preceding
analysis we can derive two clear core competencies that are evident in the Fortum Base
Oils: Customer Service and Research and Development (R&D). The core competencies are
marked in Figure 14 .
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Figure 14: Fortum Base Oils Value Net & Core Competence

The leading idea in Fortum Base Oils’ customer service is that the customer always knows
who to turn to, either Customer Service Centre or the Sales managers. This principle of
two customer interfaces is marked in Figure 14. Both sales managers and Customer
Service Centre personnel are empowered to make decisions making the response times
faster and the service more flexible. FBO follows closely its customers’ perceptions of its
service. Customer service questionnaire is sent to customers every two years. Customers
have been extremely pleased with Customer Service Centre located in Beringen, Belgium.
Customers have even indicated that if the price is same, they are likely to choose Fortum
because of superior customer service, which consists of multiple factors. For example, in
certain markets Fortum’s lead-time is three weeks when competitors’ lead-times are
around six weeks. This excellent customer service extends even to the daily activities as
the truck drivers have said that picking-up loads from Fortum Base Oils’ terminals is
convenient because the paperwork is always in order.
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Another recognized core competence is the R&D function, especially related to EHVI
specifications. Fortum's R&D people are in close cooperation with producers of lube
additives. As described earlier, base oil is blended with additives to achieve the final
product, e.g. Mobil 1 Rally Formula motor oil. Fortum Base Oils has begun to offer its
customers base oils that have already gone through the approval process for certain engine
types and uses. Customers have traditionally done the development of VHVI base oil
solutions themselves. FBO’s cooperation with additive producers has been ground braking
in the industry, and has been well received especially by mid-sized customers, making it a
clear competitive advantage. Larger customers have been less willing to use Fortum’s
solutions due to their own R&D of solutions. However, it is already evident that this is
changing.

4.4.3 FBO’s Value Strategy
Treacy and Wiersema (1995, 53) sum that “value discipline is a central plan and decision
that company makes, coloring the entire organization, from its competencies to its culture.
The choice of value discipline, in effect, defines what a company does and therefore what
it is.”

Given the preceding analysis, we can now identify the value strategy that Fortum Base Oils
has followed in its operations. The customer intimacy strategy is clearly evident in the
value customers’ perceive FBO to deliver, in all our interviews throughout the
organization, and in the recognized core competencies as well as in FBO’s vision of
becoming “the preferred global base oil supplier”. It also seems that FBO has done very
well in this regard.

As we can see in Figure 15, Fortum Base Oils has many traits that are characteristic for
companies competing with customer intimacy strategy.
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Figure 15: Value Strategy and Company Traits
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FBO’s core processes are geared towards providing solutions to customer instead of only
plain PAO or EHVI products. As described earlier, the main idea behind FBO’s customer
service is that there are always two persons who they can turn to get answers to their
problems and needs, dedicated sales manager and sales administrator in CSC. People
working with the customers are also empowered to make necessary decisions to answer
customers swiftly. Also FBO flexibility in customer service was considered an edge by
sales managers.

Only company trait that does not wholly match the traits linked to the customer intimacy
by Treacy and Wiersema is the lack of measuring cost of providing service and of
maintaining customer loyalty. In Fortum Base Oils’ high margin business, this has not
been of utmost importance. However, as the business has grown and taxes more resources,
FBO has recognized the need for measuring the costs for providing service and
maintaining customer loyalty. This issue is also a recognized part of ongoing Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) project.
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FBO has also understood the importance of branding by introducing Nexbase™ brand.
Hope and Hope (1997, 95) argue that in addition to employee empowerment, branding is
another key tool for building customer intimacy.

Furthermore, R&D’s close cooperation with additive manufactures has actually changed
the industry by providing base oil solutions to customers. Customers can now buy EHVI
qualities that are already approved for use with certain additives. In effect, FBO has taken
a function that was previously done by its customers themselves.

The strong core competence in R&D is mainly derived from two sources. Firstly, FBO has
knowingly focused only on the highest quality, group IV and V base oils (see Figure 3,
page 14). FBO was able to see the growing demand for high performance base oils during
the time that other manufacturers were not ready to invest in new technology. Secondly, the
strong customer orientation requires R&D’s participation in customer support and
cooperation with lubricant manufacturers. R&D’s role in customer support has only grown
as FBO’s products have matured and moved forward in their life-cycles. In short, strong
R&D orientation is necessary for Fortum Base Oils to offer solutions for different
customer needs, and in this case, actually a core competence that is related to customer
intimacy strategy.

4.4.3.1 The Sustainability of Fortum Base Oils’ Value Strategy
Customer value is, however, a dynamic phenomenon that has to be closely monitored and
cultivated in order to sustain company’s traditional core competencies and hopefully, to
create new ones.
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According to Kothandaraman and Wilson (2001, 380) today’s businesses have moved
towards cooperative paradigm that is based on cooperative relationships between the buyer
and the seller. They emphasize understanding of the value creation process and its links to
core capabilities of the firms in the network. The argument of Kothandaraman and Wilson
(2001, 379) that the competition in the future will shift to the network level from the firm
level is supported in findings by Flint and Woodruff (2001, 326-327).

In a study of

changes in customers’ desired value in the U.S. automobile industry Flint and Woodruff
found following changes in desired supplier value were identified:

•

From suppliers delivering components to suppliers delivering integrated systems

•

From focusing on supplier-product characteristics to also focusing on supplier-person
performances such as product design and production assistance

•

Suppliers being brought in late on projects to suppliers becoming involved early on
projects

•

From transactional relationships to long-term partnerships

•

From product focus to a focus on ideas

•

From supplier performance only to supplier attitude (as an attribute of the supplier)
also

•

From suppliers knowing their own business to knowing the customer’s business
equally as well

•

From suppliers knowing their own markets to suppliers knowing customer’s markets as
well

•

From cost meaning price to cost meaning all monetary and non-monetary negative
consequences of a supplier relationship
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These changes in customer desired value towards deeper supplier relationships seem to
support Fortum Base Oils’ strategy of selling solutions instead of only base oils products,
as well as the focus on excellent customer service. It could also mean that in the future
FBO’s customers will put even more weight on such non-monetary factors recognized
already in customer survey as timely deliveries, guarantee of long term supply, accuracy of
speed and response, ease of cooperation, accurate handling of documents and flexibility
with changing demands. Fortunately all these can potentially be enhanced with e-business.

4.4.3.2 The Sustainability of Other Value Strategies
There is also a question of how sustainable two other value strategies, operational
excellence and product leadership would be in Fortum Base Oils situation.

It can be argued, that high quality products have had a strong influence to FBO’s success.
FBO was first to introduce high quality EHVI products that could substitute PAO products
in multiple applications but with considerably cost. At the same time, demand of PAO has
surpassed the supply until recently. However, there are reasons why the sustainability of
the product leadership strategy is in doubt in base oils industry. As described earlier, PAO
qualities are close substitutes making the differentiation impossible. Customized EHVI
solutions on the other hand take long time to develop, require approvals as well as
cooperation with additive manufacturers. There is also a question of the impact of so called
Gas to Liquid (GTL) technology, which is likely to substitute traditional base oils in few
years time.
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The operational excellence strategy on the other hand is basically about cost leadership.
For Fortum Base Oils achieving sustainable cost advantage would be extremely hard if not
impossible. As described in subsection 4.3.1.2, operational excellence requires the
optimization of supply chain and operations, and Fortum Base Oils is inherently in
disadvantage in its supply chain. Unlike FBO, most of its largest competitors also produce
the raw materials needed in base oils production. It would be also hard to gain efficiency
advantages from the operations because transaction costs comprise only a small part of
total cost in base oils business. It should be also pointed that in B2B business the price is
not usually the most important determinant of the supplier selection. According to a study
by Accenture and Online Insight (see Accenture.com, July 2001), even in the most price
sensitive B2B customer segment representing 21% of customers, price level only accounts
12% of their measured online needs. The study suggests that improving brand or customer
service will satisfy more customers than lowering prices.

Furthermore, operational excellence today is more and more deliverable to the use of
modem information technology. This makes cost strategies less sustainable than before.
Competitors can imitate IT technology faster than ever and technological advances can
make old technologies obsolete almost overnight. This is due to the rapid diffusion of best
practices as companies use same consultancies and imitate management techniques, new
technologies, input improvements, and ways to meet customers’ requirements.

Given the analysis above, we believe that customer intimacy strategy inherent in Fortum
Base Oils operations has been the right strategy to pursue. Moreover, Fortum Base Oils has
succeeded in it. Ultimately, the leading position in the market and strong revenue making
ability are the best proof of that. Furthermore, there are no signs that e-business would
threat the sustainability of FBO’s customer intimacy strategy. As the auto industry
example indicates, the e-business actually makes tighter customer-supplier relationships
more likely and more valuable as the cost of networking comes down and companies can
share information more efficiently.
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The following Chapter 4.5 studies the opportunities that e-business opens for offering
customers even more value and how FBO should pursue customer intimacy strategy under
the pressure from e-business.

4.5 E-Business Strategy for Fortum Base Oils
As we discussed in Chapter 4.2, e-business does not represent any short-term threat for
Fortum Base Oils in its industry. Furthermore, the value net analysis in Chapter 4.4
supported the notion that FBO’s strategy of customer intimacy has been the right strategy
to follow and that it will be feasible and sustainable strategy also in the future. E-business
is very unlikely to overwhelm FBO’s existing core competencies. Fortum Base Oils
traditional strengths will be important also in the future.

This does not mean however, that Fortum should forget e-business. Porter (1985, 20)
argues that “since barriers of imitation are never insurmountable it is usually necessary for
companies to offer a moving target to its competitors by investing in order to continually
improve its position”. Furthermore, Craig and Jutla (2001, 146-147) say that “The critical
success factors and core competencies that provide a firm with a competitive edge in the
offline world can be extended to the e-business world”, and add that “E-businesses can
strengthen the traditional competencies, and new competencies can be created”.

The key to success is to align e-business strategy to FBO’s existing strategy of customer
intimacy. According to Talion et al. (2000, 154), the alignment of IT with business strategy
has been consistently ranked as the most important issue facing business and IS executives
in Europe and in North America

Figure 16 below sums the findings of the FBO’s value net analysis and the Hope & Hope’s
views on where companies competing with customer intimacy strategy focus on in their
value chain (see also Figure 11, p. 50). We can clearly see which activities, processes,
relationships and core competencies are the most important for Fortum Base Oils as it
pursues customer intimacy strategy.
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Figure 16: Fortum Base Oils’ Core Processes for Customer Intimacy Strategy
FBO Customer Intimacy
Strategy: Core Processes
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In this light we suggest that FBO should continually seek new ways to increase the value
offered to customers starting from its core competencies, and that in this the modem
information technology can be very helpful. In the following subsections we will study in
detail how e-Business could support FBO’s customer intimacy strategy in general and from
core competencies’ point of view.
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4.5.1 FBO’s Customer Intimacy Strategy and the Possibilities of e-Business
The impact of e-commerce on FBO’s customer centric strategy should be considered
carefully. Fortum Base Oils has been very successful in its business. FBO’s strategy of
customer intimacy has been built on a lean and nimble organization consisting of
empowered professionals. Furthermore, so far there are no signs indicating that e-business
would be a threat for Fortum Base Oils’ business and core competencies in a medium term.
Thus, we argue that, Fortum Base Oils’ e-business strategy should support the existing
competencies, not replace them. Instead of revolution, e-business in FBO’s business is
about evolution.

Fortum Base Oils’ focus on e-business should be on deepening the customer relationships
even further, not on replacing them with cheaper electronic channels. Both recognized
Fortum Base Oils core competencies, customer service and R&D operations, share at least
one joint denominator: They are strongly derivable to the skills of empowered personnel.
Superior customer service would not be possible without motivated personnel who
understand and cultivate company’s culture of customer intimacy. Also, often informal
relationships between FBO’s R&D department and additive manufacturers R&D functions
are strongly tied to the personal relationships and expertise. Hope and Hope (1997, 93)
argue that companies competing mainly with long-term customer relationships cannot
succeed without full commitment to its personnel. As Hope and Hope put it: “...the bond
between a supplier and a customer is often a bond between employees and a customer”.
Furthermore, Webster (1992, 14) argues that relation management skills residing in people
“may define the core competence in some organizations as links between their vendors and
customers in the value chain”. This all means that the impact of e-business on how the
customer relations are handled should be considered carefully.

From e-Business point of view, developing FBO’s existing core competencies further
without threatening personal relationships shows mixed possibilities. In following two
subsections we map the potential of e-business in both recognized core competencies as
recognized in interview conducted
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4.5.1.1 Customer Service and e-Business possibilities
Fortum Base Oils’ sales managers that were interviewed saw e-business’ possibilities
mostly in offering information for customers and in offering another channel to for
customer to reach FBO. At the same time all sales managers stress the importance of
personal relationships. Suggestions for information streams that could be handled in
electronic form include product information, e.g. EHVI specifications, product analysis
results, Technical Data Sheets (DTS), and safety instructions. How complex these
information streams are depend on the information intensity of the product. EHVI is more
information intensive and as such, delivering information on EHVI specifications could
help for instance local representatives in their work. PAO, however, is dosér to commodity
products with very limited related information requirements. Other possible improvements
in customer service that were recognized include order handling, which could be improved
if customers could see the status of their orders in real-time in an extranet solution (now
via e-mail). Furthermore it was believed that manual errors would decrease if orders were
sent and received through an extranet solution rather than via fax

These suggested improvements in handling information would free sales managers time to
both focusing more on understanding customers’ needs and to finding new business
opportunities. Electronic channel would also enable customers to receive information
faster and in more accurate fashion and when they want it.
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Customer Service Centre ’s views on e-business are not very different from sales managers'
views. CSC’s Customer Service Officer believes that e-business could be best utilized in
customer service by collecting customer information in one place and by automating
routine work. According to CSC’s customer service officer this could change sales
administrators work from handling routine towards more customer centric. He also
suggested that an extranet solution could offer customers more timely information about
order status, available formulations, and other information datasheets. Today customers’
information requests are answered within 24h, but with e-commerce that could be instant.
Like sales managers, customer service officer believes that e-business would bring most
value by making customer service better, not by cutting costs as much of the order
handling happens between customs and FBO and e-business is still not an option.

Fortum Base Oils has also mapped the e-business views of the customers. As described in
Chapter 2.3, 77% of the respondents of FBO customer service survey of 2000 established
their willingness to start utilizing e-commerce with FBO within one year. Their
expectations from e-commerce are in line with FBO’s expectations. Majority of customers
would mainly want information about orders, logistics and quality. However, 75% of the
respondents were also willing to enter orders via electronic channel. There are also direct
initiatives towards e-commerce. One large customer has already investigated a model in
which it has a tank a FBO’s role is to keep is automatically stocked.
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4.5.1.2 R&D and e-Business possibilities
However, the development of the R&D function with e-commerce shows less potential.
There are only four additive producers with whom FBO’s R&D is in close cooperation.
The relationships between companies are personal and informal. Interviewed R&D
personnel could not see how for instance an extranet would help their work. They believe
that phone, e-mail and personal visits are best possible solution to contact their
counterparts in additive companies. However, R&D personnel did voice a need to get an
access to customer information. It seems that although information technology does not
offer much potential to increase the quality of communication between Fortum Base Oils
R&D and external companies, there is room for IT related improvement in the diffusion of
customer information within the organization.

4.5.1.3 Views on Customer Information Management
The introduction of e-commerce eventually raises the question of handling the customer
information. To all companies, and especially to a company with customer intimacy
strategy, the management of customer information is of crucial importance. So far
customer related information has not been centrally collected in Fortum Base Oils. Sales
managers keep their customer files in their own computers or folders and there are no
standardized processes for collecting customer information. As the organization and
business grows and electronic channels are introduced, the need for centralized control of
customer information will only grow. From customers’ point of view it is also important
that FBO looks the same whether contact is made via personal channels or through
electronic channel. From sales managers’, Customer Service Centre’s and R&D
department’s view on the other hand, it is important that they have easy and fast access to
any relevant customer information.
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The interviews inside FBO raised many questions and suggestions on the management of
customer information. The question raised most often handled the diffusion of customer
information between sales managers, sales administrators and R&D personnel. Sales
managers emphasized the need to be alerted whenever something peculiar happened
between customers and sales administrators or R&D personnel. Sales managers also
voiced a need to get information about individual customers’ sales and margins. CSC’s
customer service officer suggested that information management solution could offer sales
administrators information on prices and inform when sales managers have answered to
customers’ questions. Now this information is delivered and shared via fax and e-mail with
varying reply times. As described earlier, R&D personnel voiced a need for an access to
customer information. They also mentioned a need for customer segmentation in order to
set the level of customer service to match the importance of customer. Also, R&D
personnel would like to see sales managers’ call reports in order to see what issues have
been discussed and promised to customers.

In this light it is evident that information management is something that needs to be studied
further in Fortum Base Oils. For a company aiming at customer intimacy customer
information is the very key to success. It seems that the situation is still under control but
as company expands its business and introduces electronic channels the handling of
customer information will become much more demanding will require actions.

The following subsection describes how Fortum Base Oils is already answering the
challenges and opportunities that have been introduced in preceding analysis. We will also
consider the longer-term possibilities of e-business.

4.5.2 E-business Related Initiatives in Fortum Base Oils
Both the customers’ expectations towards e-commerce and information needs inside
organization have already been recognized in Fortum Base Oils. This study is a part and
one of the first steps of two projects that tackles these challenges. Our findings support the
direction Fortum Base Oils has already taken with these projects. Projects, both CRM and
e-commerce, tackle the challenges and opportunities that have been identified.
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FBO’s Customer Relationship Management -project, tackles the challenges found in the
diffusion of customer information inside Fortum Base Oils. But it is also much more. As
we have discussed, customer intimacy is a strategy that focuses on understanding customer
needs and on issues that help company to meet those needs. We suggest that Fortum Base
Oils CRM -project should be considered a strategy process that aims to define and mold
the customer centric strategy the Fortum Base Oils has followed and will follow in the
future. In other words, the CRM process should be considered as an ongoing strategy
process during which Fortum Base Oils will establish its strategy, including e-commerce
and e-business. The CRM project supports the development of an extranet solution for
B2B e-commerce that was started during the summer 2001.

The implementation of the e-commerce solution is due to start in first half of 2002 with
pilot customer(s). The aim is to learn how more value could be offered to customers with
e-commerce and what it requires from Fortum Base Oils. Regarding this project we
suggest that the inherent requirements for customer intimacy in base oil business, namely
the personal relationships, will be starting point and that e-commerce should not threaten
traditional channels. However, as described in Chapter 2.3, customers have already voiced
their interest towards the utilization of e-commerce with Fortum Base Oils.

In the longer term, however, FBO should gradually move from e-commerce towards ebusiness. This suggestion is related to the fact that a company that excels in one value
strategy should also do well in two other value positions, operational excellence and
product leadership. Although these value positions are not where Fortum Base Oils derives
its competitive advantage from, it is important not to hamper the competitiveness by
staying behind the average competitors.
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With regard to the product leadership strategy, Fortum Base Oils’ decision to focus on the
highest quality base oils will always emphasize the need to continuously develop new
solutions and the customer intimacy strategy will support this end. The operational
excellence in FBO’s case means the integration of upstream processes in the value net.
This is a logical next step after implementing down stream e-commerce and enhancing
information flows within functions responsible for customer service, in effect, this would
mean moving toward true e-business, which seeks to integrate multiple processes across
the organization and organizations.

The integration of base oil value net, however, will take time. For instance the integration
with transport companies does not show yet much potential. Service agreements with
transport companies are negotiated only for one year in a time. Transport companies’
technological base also tends to vary a lot. This all means that today there are no cost
effective e-commerce solutions available today for integration of transport companies with
CSC’s operations. On the other hand, Fortum Base Oils can afford to wait and see which
technologies will eventually win in the value net integration. As discussed earlier, the
development of XML-based technologies is likely to make the integration of value net
easier and more affordable. Companies such FBO can wait until these technologies
feasible.
Before moving to summary of the Chapter IV we will shortly describe where Fortum Base
Oils stand from technological point of view as it moves towards e-business in subsection
4.5.3.

4.5.3 The Technological Aspect ofE-business and the Fortum Base Oils

A firm, as a collection of activities, is a collection of technologies. Technology
is embodied in every value activity in a firm, and technological change can
affect competition through its impact on virtually any activity (Porter 1985,
166)
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According to Alt and Fleisch (2001, 7-9) there are traditionally two main paths for
business networking that companies have chosen (see Figure 17). The “classic”
development path towards Interorganizational Information Systems (IOS) started in the
1960’s with EDI transactions. The other path starts with Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems that many companies adopted in late 1980’s and during 1990’s. ERP
systems were developed from an internal perspective with only limited networking
capabilities, namely EDI converters and direct links among ERP systems. This is also
where Fortum Base Oils stands today. Modules for supply-chain planning, e-commerce,
and the like have only recently been added to ERP systems.

Alt and Fleich argue that new strategies from such ERP vendor as SAP are converging the
classical interorganizational and business network systems. According to Alt and Fleich
this will eventually lead to “business portals”, which are collaborative platforms for
specific business segments. Business collaboration portals enable a high degree of
networkability by establishing standards for business communities and embody the “the
network economy” that was introduced in Chapter III.

Figure 17: Evolution of the Business Networking Systems
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Source: Alt and Fleich 2001, 9, modified to include Fortum Base Oils
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Information technology can play an important role through a company’s value chain. There
are however, many reasons why companies should not and cannot introduce latest
information technology throughout their value net. Most often the reasons are embedded in
both their position in the value net and in the past generations of IT that the firms
operations rest on.

Alt and Fleich (2001, 9) have identified three types of transactional business networking
systems, of which feasibility depends on the situation the firm stands in:

•

Data-sharing systems support the consistency of data by linking individual applications
within large companies.

•

Supply-chain management systems offer functionalities such as supply-chain network
planning, and demand planning. These systems complement the functionalities of the
ERP systems by supporting sophisticated calculations and simulations based on the
constraints of an entire supply chain.

•

Electronic commerce systems support the execution of transactions from information
and contracting to settlement activities. Customers choose among different suppliers
during the information phase. During the contracting phase, the parties negotiate and
arrive at a decision. Finally, during the settlement phase selected goods are delivered
and paid. E-commerce takes place if at least one of these phases and order entry rely on
electronic means.
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Due to the nature of Fortum Base Oils value net and manufacturing process of base oil, the
value added from supply-chain management systems is in doubt. As described earlier,
FBO’s core competence is not in the management of value chain and pay-offs from
investing in value net integration could be modest at this point. As argued earlier,
transaction costs comprise only a small amount of total price of base oil. Also, Fortum’s
PAO products are produced in Belgium, close to its main market area. The demand for
EHVI and PAO is relatively stable and the benefits from enhancing the material resources
planning would remain small. Furthermore, the refining process of in not continuous and
large inventories are a necessity. There is also the question of technological knowledge and
capabilities. Comprehensive supply chain management systems still require lots of
proprietary technology development, and although this would make it hard for competition
to copy the technology, the cost would be likely too high compared to efficiency gains in
Fortum Base Oils’ business. In the future, however, the development of XML based
solutions in ERP integration will make supply-chain management solutions more
affordable and flexible.

Data-sharing systems on the other hand have typically been implemented in distributed
ERP environments within large companies (Alt & Fleisch 2001, 11) and are thus not
relevant in this context.

It can be safely argued based on the preceding analysis that for Fortum Base Oils the
Electronic Commerce system is the only viable option also from the technological view
point. It supports Fortum Base Oils’ core competency in customer service. Fortum Base
Oils context this would mean the development of customer service functions as described
earlier.
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4.6 Summary of Chapter IV
The purpose of Chapter IV was to understand what are the implications of e-Business for
Fortum Base Oils. In order to do that, the reader was first introduced to the core concepts
of competitive strategy: industry structure and sustainable competitive advantage. Industry
structure was defined as rules of competition that determine an industry’s attractiveness.
Competitive advantage on the other hand was defined as a firm’s relative position within
its industry, or competitive strategy.

These issues were then analyzed more deeply by first studying the impact of Internet on
the base oil industry in subsection 4.2. With five forces analysis of base oils industry
structure we were able to conclude that e-business is unlikely to be disruptive to traditional
customer relations in base oil industry. FBO’s existing advantages of stable customer
relationships and customer knowledge, experienced managers and employees and known
brands would matter also in the future. Furthermore it was argued that Fortum Base Oils
should continue of capitalizing on its cumulated business knowledge and competencies
also under the pressure of new business models.

Then in the following subsection 4.3, three value strategy options that firms can choose to
follow were introduced. With a choice of competitive strategy firms can improve or erode
their relative position within industries. The value strategy options introduced included
product leadership strategy, operational excellence strategy, and customer intimacy
strategy.
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The value net analysis was then utilized in subsection 4.4 in order to gain a detailed
understanding of how Fortum Base Oils creates value to its customers, what are its core
competencies, and what value strategy, if any, FBO has followed. The value net analysis
started by first identifying value net activities and product and information flows. After this
we proceeded to identifying Fortum Base Oils’ product and service characteristics that are
valued by customers. This lead to the identification of FBO’s core competencies and value
strategy. The result of value net analysis was that FBO’s core competencies lie in its
customer service, and especially in the expertise and skills of empowered sales managers,
customer service center and R&D department. It became also clear that FBO has followed
successfully the customer intimacy strategy and should continue to do so. E-business is
unlikely a threat to the sustainability of FBO’s customer intimacy strategy but it can open
new possibilities for offering even more value to customers.

Finally, in subsection 4.5, a proposition for Fortum Base Oils’ e-business strategy was
formed building on the preceding analysis of industry structure and sustainable
competitive advantage. It was argued that the focus of e-business should be on extending
the success factors of the offline world to the e-business world. The key to success would
then be the alignment of e-business strategy to FBO's existing strategy of customer
intimacy. This in effect would mean putting emphasis on the e-business on the existing
core competencies. It was added, however, that e-business should support the core
competencies, not replace them. Fortum Base Oils’ core competencies are strongly related
to the personal relationships and expertise, and this is unlike to change even under the
pressure of e-business models. We were also able to identify lots of opportunities for
offering customers more value with e-business especially in customer service as well as
opportunities for better information management. Finally we were able to conclude that
Fortum Base Oils’ is already well underway of tackling challenges and opportunities the ebusiness brings with its project focusing on CRM and e-commerce.
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In the end of the Chapter we also mapped Fortum Base Oils’ technological starting point
for utilizing e-business. It was argued that also from the technological viewpoint the
emphasis on e-commerce system supports the Fortum Base Oils’ core competence in
customer service.
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V Generic Business to Business e-Business Model
In previous chapters we have studied the importance of understanding how the competitive
advantage, industry structure and Fortum Base Oils’ value net can be affected by the
modem information technology. We also studied the possibilities e-business would open to
Fortum Base Oils to offer more value to its customers.

In the following chapter three main types of Internet business models are introduced and
their main characteristics analyzed. Three proposed Internet business models, emarketplace, bilateral e-commerce and neutral e-intermediary, are loosely based to the
framework provided by Aftiah and Tucci (2001, 49). These models are considered as the
main e-business alternatives for suppliers of physical goods competing in the B2B market.
The proposed matrix will introduce additional issues that suppliers and buyers should
consider when they assess the sustainability of these e-business models in their own
business domain. The feasibility of these e-business models in the Fortum Base Oils case
will also be discussed. Finally, in subsection 5.4, the future of the proposed e-business
models will be discussed.

There are multiple e-business models available for companies to start utilizing e-business.
Baumgartner, Kajiiter, and Van (2001) of McKinsey & Company have narrowed the
possible courses to e-commerce in three generic options: e-marketplace, neutral edistributor, and bilateral e-trade (see Figure 18)
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Figure 18: Three Vehicles for Online-trade
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The key issue in the model above is whether a company should participate in emarketplace or develop bilateral e-commerce relationships with their customers. Or
possibly do both. Is clearly evident according to the preceding analysis that from Fortum
Base Oils point bilateral e-commerce is the most suitable e-business model for its business
requirements. However, an emergence of e-marketplace for base oils could have a strong
impact on the dynamics of FBO’s business. Therefore, we argue that businesses need to
understand how their e-business models relate to their competitive strategies and business
characteristics.
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In following subsections we will develop the e-business models described by Baumgartner,
Kajiiter and Van further and propose a framework that explains the characteristics ebusiness models in more detail.

5.1 Fundamental B2B e-Business Models
According to Richard Wise and David Morrison (2001, 44) of Mercer Management
Consulting, regardless of whether a company wants to establish a role as a B2B ecommerce service provider or just to do business with other companies, it has to gain a
deep understanding on future’s trends and business models made possible by the Internet.
According to Afuah and Tucci (2001, 6), “an Internet business model is the system components, linkages, and associated dynamics - that takes advantage of the properties
of the Internet to make money. It takes advantage of the properties of the Internet in the
way it builds each of the components - value, scope, revenue sources, pricing,
connected activities, implementation, capabilities, and sustainability - and crafts the
linkages among components”.
The fundamental e-business models proposed are: e-marketplace, bilateral e-commerce,
and neutral e-intermediary (see Figure 19). We will study what are the characteristics of
these basic models and how they relate to the generic competitive strategy of a firm.
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Figure 19: Framework for Choosing Appropriate e-Business Model
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5.2 Analysis of e-Business Models
For many companies the first step towards e-business is to set up an extranet solution to
reach their key customers. As discussed in the Chapter III, also an EDI system can be
regarded as an e-commerce solution. The main characteristic of bilateral e-commerce is
that it supports strategy in which a company wants to serve its customer better in order to
deepen the relationship. Unfortunately, many companies still neglect the possibilities
bilateral e-commerce offers and regard their extranets as product catalogues thus offering
their customers less value than e-marketplaces. Although, in order to make customers to
prefer bilateral e-commerce to price focused e-marketplaces, bilateral e-commerce should
offer customers more value than e-marketplaces.

The potential and the importance of understanding also e-marketplaces cannot be ignored.
According to a forecast by ШС, 60 percent of B2B commerce is done in electronic
marketplaces already by 2004 (Dianus, 2001). Forrester is in the same lines as it expects
B2B e-marketplaces to trade total USD 1.4 trillion by 2004, or 53 percent of the value of
total B2B e-commerce sales (Siems, 2001). It should be noted, however, that there is
already an over supply of e-marketplaces in many industries. Gartner Group estimates that
the amount of e-marketplaces has surged from 30 in January 1999 to more than 1 400 in
July 2001. It is expected by Forrester Research that consolidation and shake out will
reduce the number to fewer than 200 by 2004 (Siems, 2001, 4). In many industries it is still
unknown which e-marketplaces will thrive and which will fade way.

Having said that, it is already evident, that e-marketplaces that show most of the staying
power are targeting single industry or vertical market such as steel or paper. This, we
argue, indicates a birth of neutral e-intermediaries that that offer the best sides of both emarketplaces and bilateral e-commerce.

We will now analyze in more detail the suggested e-business models.
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5.2.1 e-Business Model Characteristics & Requirements
The following subsections describe the basic characteristics of e-business models starting
from the basic competitive strategy these models relate to. Then, in subsections 5.3 and 5.4
we analyze in more detail what are the advantages, disadvantages and implications of these
e-business models from suppliers’ and buyer’s point of view.
5.2.1.1 Competitive Strategy
E-marketplaces are inherently about price competition. Well-established and liquid emarketplace is an extremely efficient market mechanism, which offers price transparency
by making the comparison of products and prices easy. E-marketplaces allow buyers to
pool demand and force multiple suppliers to bid against each other for supply contracts.
The impact of e-marketplace on prices and costs can be significant. According to Daniel
Lifveredson of Excoren consultancy, British Telecom was able to cut down 90 percent of
its procurement cost by automating its procurement activities. At the same time purchase
prices were lowered by 11 percent. Lifveredson also says that in Automobile industry a
joint purchasing channel eProcurement meant 14 percent savings in car manufacturing cost
for its members (Ihanus, 2001).

E-marketplaces can thus be seen most suitable for

companies that follow the operational excellence strategy or other price focused strategies.
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The other two generic e-business models, bilateral e-commerce and neutral eintermediaries, represent options that are perhaps more tempting for incumbents. Bilateral
e-commerce allows innovative suppliers to equip their products with additional and
necessary information and services, and thus increase the efficiency of their customers’
operations, and eventually, the revenues. Suppliers that offer not only products but also
solutions can create strong and durable customer relationships that pay less attention to
price and exchange transactions, and in effect differentiate themselves with other than
monetary terms. In addition to the depth of the customer relationship, another notable
difference between e-marketplaces and bilateral e-commerce is in pricing. The bilateral
nature of EDI and extranet services allows suppliers to fight the transparency of prices.
Even if products offered are commodities or close to them and industry prices are readily
available, suppliers can affect customers’ price perception by offering bundled of products
or additional services such as logistics. This all supports the notion that bilateral ecommerce is the first choice for companies competing with customer intimacy strategy.

One of the main drivers to the birth of neutral e-intermediaries is the suppliers’ need to
keep their basis of differentiation, something which buyer-biased e-marketplaces haven’t
been able to offer. Neutral e-intermediaries offer buyers unbiased information on products
and services and thus allow suppliers retain to their inherent basis of differentiation.
Drawing from this we suggest that neutral e-intermediaries support competitive strategy
that includes also non-monetary basis of differentiation, for instance product leadership
strategy.

5.2.1.2 Balance of Power
The extremely efficient market mechanism of liquid e-marketplaces means that the
balance of power leans towards buyers. E-marketplaces offer buyers lower prices but in
addition to potentially larger markets, they do not often offer much more added value to
the suppliers, who have only limited possibilities to achieve differentiation from their
competitors.
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Bilateral e-commerce on the other hand allows suppliers to deepen their customer
relationships. Unlike e-marketplaces, bilateral e-commerce allows suppliers to choose the
basis of their differentiated offering and supply and receive customer specific information.
In effect this means that in bilateral e-commerce the balance of power is in suppliers’ side.

Neutral e-intermediaries, then, are naturally between these two extremes as the name
suggests. Neutral e-intermediaries need to be able to help the buyers to choose from the
market supply. This means that neutral e-intermediaries are likely to cooperate with only
few producers, perhaps only two or three top producers in each category, in order to be
able understand each supplier’s value offering. This then allows suppliers to keep their
basis of differentiation and the balance ofpower is quite evenly spread.

5.2.2.2 Reach and Richness of Information
Both reach and richness of information are analyzed together as they are inherently related
to each other. Porter and Millar stated already in 1985, that in any company, information
technology has a powerful effect on competitive advantage in either cost or differentiation.
The technology affects value activities themselves or allows companies to gain competitive
advantage by exploiting changes in competitive scope (Porter and Millar, 1985, 157).
Technological development allows companies to experience enhancements in the richness
of information they can offer their customers, and at the same time reach more potential
customers (see Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Richness versus Reach
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Well-developed B2B e-marketplaces make it possible for buyers to reach a wide array of
suppliers without excessive search costs. Similarly, suppliers can present their offerings to
a large selection of potential buyers. In other words, demand and supply can be matched
more efficiently while at the same time transaction costs are cut. However, the need for
commoditization/ comparability also means that companies marketing through emarketplaces cannot offer the same richness of information than companies utilizing
bilateral e-commerce.
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This also works the other way around. Bilateral e-commerce increases suppliers’ reach
towards customers, however, not to the same extent as e-marketplaces. True bilateral ecommerce requires customer specific customization of the information, which cannot be
offered to all customers.
Neutral e-intermediaries could potentially offer both wide reach and rich information of
supply.

In other words, in addition to aggregating demand and supply, neutral e-

intermediaries can offer buyer unbiased information on the offerings of preselected
suppliers.

It can be argued that when choosing between different e-business models, companies need
to choose between the richness of information and the reach as the Figure 21 demonstrates.
5.2.2 e-Business Models from Suppliers’ View
From suppliers ’ view B2B e-marketplaces not only offer advantages but also embody some
of the Internet’s less attractive tendencies. B2B e-marketplaces offer an efficient matching
of suppliers and buyers, take costs out of the supply-and-demand chain and increase the
market’s efficiency, particularly in the high-volume trading of commodities. However, in
addition to decreasing margins, B2B e-marketplaces also erode the direct relationship
between suppliers and buyer. (Baumgartner, Kajiiter, and Van, 2001). This has led to
development where many suppliers are developing their own bilateral e-commerce
systems to increase the barriers to entry and e-marketplaces that have failed to reach
necessary liquidity have started introducing value-adding services. We will now take a
closer look on how these e-business models seem from the suppliers’ point of view.
5.2.2.1 Product/ Service Offering
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As discussed above, e-marketplaces are about price competition. The logic of emarketplaces, which are basically demand aggregators, require the offerings to be as
comparable as possible and thus standardized. This means that products that are suitable
for e-marketplaces are at least close to commodities. Furthermore, suppliers that wish to
succeed in e-marketplaces should have very efficient operations to survive the intense
price competition inherent in liquid e-marketplaces.

Compared to e-marketplaces, bilateral e-commerce allows suppliers to achieve a higher
retention of customers, and gain intimate customer knowledge that is required to offer
customized and differentiated products and services. According to Baumgartner, Kaj titer
and Van (2001), suppliers can use the information derived from the close customer
relationship to tailor products to their needs and to make continual improvements in
service and in the purchasing process. Bilateral e-commerce makes it also possible to
bundle products and service to offer solutions to customers’ needs.

As argued earlier, neutral e-intermediaries offer customer information on the offerings of
preselected suppliers. Neutral e-intermediaries can also offer support functions that have
traditionally been done by either suppliers or buyers themselves.

5.2.2.2 Core Competence
As discussed in Chapter IV, core competencies are inherently related to the competitive
strategy the company has chosen. Companies competing with price leadership strategies
often have their core competencies in operations and manufacturing (operational
excellence strategy). Companies aiming at customer intimacy on the other hand excel in
customer processes (customer excellence strategy). Hence, it can be argued that companies
with core competencies in operations are inherently well positioned to compete in price
driven e-marketplaces. Companies that have their core competence in customer processes
on the other hand would benefit from the possibilities opened by the bilateral e-commerce.
Following this logic, it could also be argued that neutral e-marketplaces are most suitable
for companies, which have clear value proposition that is easily communicated by a third
party. This seems to fit the product leadership strategy introduced in subsection 4.3.1.1.
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5.2.2.3 Control and Coordination of Activities
According to Parolini (1999, 221), the control of support activities is generally more
profitable than the control of production activities for two main reasons: Firstly, support
activities, although they are more difficult to manage, offer more room innovation, and
imply more exclusive specific know-how and a higher degree of flexibility. Secondly,
support activities have a particular cost structure insofar they are upstream activities that
do not need to be repeated every time an additional unit is supplied. This means that
support activities, when properly managed, can be used synergistically on various fronts.

What is relevant from the suppliers’ standpoint is that the e-marketplaces do not favor
other revenue streams than the product itself. In a steady customer relation suppliers can
receive income from the additional services such as arranging logistics or from consulting
their customers. Selling for instance a product with a full service package is much harder in
e-marketplaces because the logic of e-marketplace requires the offerings to be as
comparable as possible. In other words offerings, whether they are physical products or
services, tend to become commoditized in e-marketplaces.

Again, bilateral e-commerce does not limit revenues to those derived from the production
of the product. In many industries companies derive an important part of their revenue
stream from support services such as consulting as IBM has done or from financing as car
manufacturers in the US have done. Compared to e-marketplaces, bilateral e-commerce
allows companies to offer better value-added services in order to differentiate themselves
even further and receive additional revenues.
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Neutral e-intermediaries ' business proposition is that they take support functions that have
been traditionally been done by both suppliers and buyers. From Parolini’s point of view
this makes sense. These support activities are not suppliers’ or buyers’ core competence
and they offer revenue possibilities for neutral e-intermediaries due to their synergistic
nature. This seems to support the notion that neutral e-intermediaries show most
potentential for focused suppliers whose revenues are strongly tied to their core product/
service, not on value-adding services.

S.2.2.4 Required Technical Capabilities
E-marketplaces need to achieve a high level of liquidity in order to become attractive to
both buyers and suppliers. In order to do that, e-marketplaces need to offer technological
platform and technical knowledge that makes it easier for both buyers and suppliers to join.
This is actually one of the most important advantages that established e-intermediaries
offer; they provide the infrastructure and standards for e-commerce. Suppliers then are not
required to develop extensive technical capabilities to participate in e-business.

Suppliers who choose to cooperate with neutral e-intermediaries probably need more
technical e-capabilities than suppliers who participate in e-marketplaces, as their product/
service offering is likely to be more information intensive.

At its simplest level, bilateral e-commerce does not require a company to do any major
alterations in ways it has organized and runs its activities. Today, product information such
as price is already in electronic form and offering a simple online purchasing channel for
customers can be achieved often relatively easily. However, when bilateral e-commerce is
taken further to provide more customer value and when offerings are more complex,
expensive human presence is usually required to personalize and tailor service, negotiate
prices, and encourage and train customers to move their business online (Baumgartner,
Kaj titer and Van, 2001). Companies offering advanced bilateral e-commerce also need to
devote more time and effort to create technical business surroundings. This is due to fact
that in most industries there are still no widely adapted and open e-commerce standards
(such as industry specific XML-dialect).
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5.2.3 e-Business Models from Buyers’ View
E-marketplaces do raise many questions also from customer’s perspective. Richard Wise
and David Morrison of Mercer Management Consulting (2001) have identified three major
flaws in today’s e-Markets: Firstly, competitive bidding is against the recent best thinking
on buyer-seller relationships. The lowest possible purchasing costs do not often serve
buyers’ best interests. Other factors such as quality, timely deliveries and customization are
often more important than price when evaluating the total value offered by a supplier.
Secondly, e-marketplaces also deliver little benefits, but rather place such overwhelming
pricing pressures on suppliers that buyer-biased exchanges will not be able to build critical
mass in participants and transactions. And lastly, Wise and Morrison say, the business
models of most exchanges are “half baked”. As companies have rushed to establish emarketplaces they have not stopped to listen to their customers priorities or even chart the
sustainability of their operations.

When buyers’ weight different e-purchasing options against their business needs, they
should first understand following three interrelated characteristics of proposed e-business
models.

5.2.3.1 Preference
Preference relates to the buyer-supplier relationship characteristics. Price driven emarketplaces are most suitable for purchasing products/ services that do not require long
term commitment to a supplier. Bilateral e-commerce on the other hand allows and
supports building of close relationships between buyers and suppliers. Again, neutral eintermediaries are positioned somewhere between these two extremes.

It should be noted however that a buyer could prefer transaction focus on some product/
service categories and long-term relationships on the other. Furthermore, same product
could be a strategic in nature for one company and a commodity to another.
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5.2.3.2 Price Sensitivity
It has become already clear that e-marketplaces answer the needs of the most price
sensitive buyers. Cost reductions have also been the most widely used argument for both emarketplaces and the providers of bilateral e-commerce solutions. Buyers should not
however, evaluate their e-purchasing activities only on monetary basis.

In many B2B product categories the price is not the most important factor in a selection of
a supplier. Other factors such as secure and stable supply, product quality, problem solving
capabilities, and additional services are of great importance when choosing a supplier. The
more critical the purchased product or service is to company’s operations, the more other
factors than price are being weighted. As argued in subsection 4.4.3.2, even in the most
price sensitive B2B customer segment representing 21% of customers, price level accounts
only 12% of the measured online needs (Accenture.com, July 2001). This also supported
by the notion that the most successful e-marketplaces offer more benefits for buyer than
just the lowest prices, and are getting more and more characteristics of true neutral eintermediaries.

Very price sensitive buyers are likely to prefer e-marketplaces. If, a buyer wants close
relationship with a supplier because its orders are large and critical to its core operations, it
is more likely to choose bilateral e-commerce.
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5.2.3.3 Required Product Customization
The inherent nature of e-marketplaces means that they are the most suitable market
mechanism for commodities that are easily comparable. However, the more information
intensive the products are, the more they are likely to require customization to meet
buyers’ needs. Bilateral e-commerce, just like the name implies, enhances the two-way
information exchange between the supplier and buyer. Bilateral e-commerce in many cases
actually makes the customization possible. Neutral e-intermediaries, again, fall somewhere
between these two extremes. Depending on how well the neutral e-intermediaries
understand buyers needs and suppliers’ value offering, the better they can match demand
and supply.

5.2.4 e-Business Models from Fortum Base Oil’s Perspective
The guiding principle for creating e-business strategy, or e-strategy, is aligning the goals of
the e-business with the overall goals of the corporate strategy (Craig & Jutla, 2000, 366).

As it was founded in Chapter IV, the business strategy of FBO is that of customer
intimacy. The customer intimacy strategy aims at understanding specific customers needs
and then delivering products and services to meet those needs. This requires deep, two-way
information exchange and the most suitable e-business model for meeting these perquisites
is clearly bilateral e-commerce. It also allows FBO to sell solutions instead of plain base
oil products and capitalize on the core competencies in customer service.
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In the light of the preceding analysis it is also evident why so many suppliers of goods and
services have been vary of e-marketplaces. This should also be the case with Fortum Base
Oils. FBOs core competencies lies in its strong customer relations, and joining an emarketplace would diminish that advantage. FBO also has a weaker cost structure because
some of its competitors produce the required raw material for base oils themselves, and
thus proactive move towards the price competition would be foolish. It should be also
noted, that there are still no strong pressures or even prequisites for the birth of base oils emarketplace. One of FBO’s sales managers pointed out that although different suppliers’
PAO products are fully substitutes; the supply in the market has surpassed demand only for
a while. There are only four PAO suppliers in the market and customers can reach all of
them easily to ask for bids. EHVI products on the other hand require extensive formulation
of solutions and are thus too complex to be sold in e-marketplaces.

5.3 Future of e-Business Models
The answer to the question, which e-business models will prevail, is still unclear.
However, there are already signs that give us a clue on what direction they will evolve.
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Lucking-Reiley and Spulber (2000) believe that several factors suggest significant
shakeouts within e-marketplaces: First, the rapid entry to e-intermediary markets by so
many companies suggests that the entry costs appear to be veiy low relative to expected
returns. Second, e-commerce appears to exhibit returns to scale. E-marketplaces have high
fixed costs relative to incremental costs for having more market participants. Moreover
having more market participants means greater liquidity, which again makes the emarketplace more tempting for suppliers and buyers. This all means that e-markets for
different industries are likely to become highly concentrated, as financial market examples
of NYSE and NASDAQ would suggest. The advantages of market concentration are also
evident in C2C e-marketplace eBAY, which has 90 percent market share. Finally,
Lucking-Reiley and Spulber (2000) refer to the uncertainty there is about the costs of
operating e-marketplaces and about the demand for e-commerce services. They also argue
that the rate at which business migrates form traditional channels to Internet is difficult to
predict and it is still unknown which types of transaction will proof popular. For these
reasons Lucking-Reiley and Spulber estimate that only one or two e-marketplaces will
operate in each product or service category.

So far the most B2B e-marketplaces have concentrated on offering selections and expertise
on product classes that are not critical in nature for the operations of their clients. These
horizontal markets include for instance office or MRO supplies. However, some B2B emarketplaces targeting single industries or vertical market such as for steel or chemicals
have began to show staying power. These intermediaries have often one thing in common.
They have been able to convince suppliers to participate in the marketplace by taking more
or less neutral position between suppliers and buyers.
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One of the best examples of this kind of development is e-STEEL, an e-marketplace for
steel, that has taken more neutral position between suppliers and buyers. The founder and
CEO of e-STEEL Michael S. Levin argues that an e-commerce solution must include the
right technology and feature platform as well as means to expand the market reach in
global markets. More importantly, Levin stresses that an e-commerce solution must give
the businesses the power to select with whom they do business through a neutral, secure
and negotiation-based environment. He says that a negotiation-based environment does not
favor the buyer or the seller but encourages them to come together and build relationships.
(Levin, 2000)

Michael S. Levin’s views are supported by Wise and Morrison (2000) who argue, that emarketplaces need to evolve to correct the defects of today’s systems to offer both
suppliers and buyers a possibility to tie close relationships but still take advantage of
Internet’s reach and efficiency.

According to Gartner’s GartnerG2, a business strategy firm, this is already happening.
GartnerG2 argues, that e-marketplaces will broaden their offerings even further in the
coming months, to rely on a wider spectrum of business services, like supply-chain
collaboration and demand forecasting (Tedechi 2001). This development means that more
e-marketplaces are widening their service offerings towards suppliers and in effect they are
transforming themselves into neutral e-intermediaries offering value-added services. So
far there are no pure examples of neutral e-intermediaries. From suppliers’ standpoint
neutral e-intermediaries would offer value by taking over a part of the value-added
processing activities such as arranging logistics, braking bulk into smaller quantities, or
customizing products (Baumgartner, Kajiiter and Van, 2001).
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There are also further considerations in the evolution of e-marketplaces. The required
standards for e-commerce in most industries are still under development both in the
required technology platform and in the protocols for connecting and exchanging
information. Once the standards are in place the added value of e-marketplaces may be
limited as suppliers and customers can deal directly on-line without the need for an
intermediary (Porter 2001, 70). In the long haul this would mean that many buyers would
back away from open e-marketplaces focusing on building close, proprietary relationships
with fewer suppliers, using Internet technologies (bilateral e-commerce) to gain efficiency
improvements in those relationships (Porter 2001, 70).

Probably the most important technology contributing to the development of standards for
e-business is the Extensible Markup Language (XML). According to Lucking-Reiley and
Spulber (2000, ref. Mitchell 1999) the XML language allows documents to be treated as a
data making the automated data exchange between companies more effective. “The
standardized XML data-description “tags” are being developed for different market
applications, in order to capture the types of data that are most important in each market
(sizes, prices, material grades, colors, delivery methods, etc.). If the standards are generally
adopted, this will help manufacturers, suppliers and distributors to exchange commercial
information without creating customized formats for each partner” (Lucking-Reiley and
Spulber 2000, ref. Mitchell 1999). However, the largest difficulty in the adoption of XML
technology seems to be the development of industry specific “dialects” of XML.

Although it seems that e-marketplaces are extending their value proposition to include non
monetary value for both suppliers and buyers, Baumgartner, Kaj titer and Van (2001) go as
far as arguing that bilateral e-commerce is still the only good way to handle complex
goods.
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Before B2B marketplaces reshape their respective industries, sellers (suppliers)
should establish bilateral e-trade (e-commerce) relations with their most loyal
customers. If that course isn’t feasible, sellers should try some kind of edistribution arrangement if they serve low-volume markets or customers
looking for a balance between low-prices and customized service. Sometimes
perhaps, the answer will be to embrace two - or perhaps all three - models.
(Baumgartner, Kajüter and Van, 2001)
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VI Conclusions and Managerial Suggestions
Chapter VI concludes the answers to the research question. Also the managerial
implications and suggestions will be discussed.

The purpose of Chapter VI is to summarize the main findings of the study and discuss their
managerial implications. Following the structure of the study, answers to the secondary
research questions will be given first. Answering the secondary questions then allows us to
answer the primary question regarding the implications of e-business for Fortum Base Oils.

6.1 Secondary Research Questions
How will modern information technology impact Fortum Base Oils ’ industry structure?

The impact of e-business on Fortum Base Oils was studied by analyzing the five
competitive forces.

From industry perspective, it is evident that e-business is unlike to be disruptive to
traditional customer relationships in Fortum Base Oils’ business. The structure of the base
oil industry seems to offer an effective shied against any fundamental changes in Fortum
Base Oils business domain. The rivalry between existing industry competitors in the base
oil industry is not likely to change in short-term under the pressure from the increasing use
of modem information technology. Also, price pressures are not likely to increase due to
the limited amount of potential suppliers. In addition to that, FBO’s cost structure is
characterized with capital-intensive manufacturing and low transaction costs making short
term impact of e-business on costs very modest at best. There is also no increased threat
from new entrants due to e-business as the barriers of entry consist of extremely high fixed
costs. Furthermore, the threat of substitute products is not deliverable to e-commerce or
enhanced market mechanisms in base oils industry.
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It can be then summarized that the emergence of e-business in unlikely disruptive for
Fortum Base Oils’ traditional ways of doing business. The existing advantages of stable
customer relationships and customer knowledge, experienced employees and known
brands will matter also in the future.

Therefore we argue that Fortum Base Oils should capitalize on the cumulated business
knowledge and competencies even under the pressure of new business models. However,
modem information technology does offer possibilities to increase the value offered to
customers and affect the sustainability of strategies.

How does modern IT affect Fortum Base Oils ’ value strategy?

In order to gain a detailed understanding of how Fortum Base Oils competes and creates
value to its customer a value net analysis was utilized. Value net analysis allowed the
identification and description of Fortum Base Oils’ core competencies and the value
strategy the company has followed. These findings then, allowed the analysis of how
information technology is likely to impact the sustainability of the chosen value strategy.

According to the value net analysis, Fortum Base Oils core competencies are clearly
geared towards offering excellent customer service. Fortum Base Oils has also other
characteristics that support the notion that it has followed customer intimacy strategy:
FBO’s core processes are geared towards providing solutions to customer instead of only
plain PAO or EHVI products. People working with the customers are also empowered to
make necessary decisions to answer customers swiftly. Furthermore FBO has recognized
the importance offlexibility in its customer service.
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Given the above, we believe that customer intimacy strategy inherent in Fortum Base Oils
operations has been the right strategy to pursue. Ultimately, the leading position in the
market and strong revenue making ability are the best proof of that. Furthermore, there are
no signs that e-business would threat the sustainability of FBO’s customer intimacy
strategy. As the auto industry example indicated, the e-business actually makes tighter
customer-supplier relationships more likely and more valuable as the cost of networking
comes down and companies can share information more efficiently.

What Fortum Base Oils should seekfrom e-business?

Although e-business does not represent imminent threat for Fortum Base Oils’ business, it
does offer possibilities that should be recognized.

The key for success in e-business domain in Fortum Base Oils case is to align the ebusiness strategy with FBO’s existing strategy of customer intimacy. Craig and Jutla
(2001, 146-147) argue that “The critical success factors and core competencies that
provide a firm with a competitive edge in the offline world can be extended to the ebusiness world”, and add that “E-businesses can strengthen the traditional competencies,
and new competencies can be created”. This we believe, is the right starting point for
Fortum Base Oils as there are no signs evident that e-business would substitute the existing
core competencies or ways of doing business. Enhancing existing core competencies
would in practice mean putting emphasis on providing additional value with utilization of
e-business especially in customer service. Also opportunities for better customer
information management are apparent.

It should be also stressed that e-business should support the core competencies, not replace
them. Fortum Base Oils’ existing core competencies are strongly related to the personal
relationships and human expertise, and it should be confirmed that e-business initiatives do
not threat these assets.
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Finally, it can be concluded that Fortum Base Oils’ is already well underway of tackling
challenges and opportunities the e-business brings with its project focusing on CRM and ecommerce.

What are the characteristics offundamental e-business models and how do they relate to
Fortum Base Oils ’ business?

It was suggested that there are three fundamental e-business models: e-marketplace,
bilateral e-commerce, and neutral e-intermediary. Also a framework for analyzing the
characteristics of suggested e-business models was introduced.

E-marketplaces were found to support price focused strategies are thus inherently buyer
dominant. Well-established e-marketplace is an extremely efficient market mechanism that
offers the maximum reach and liquidity for market participants. From suppliers’ view emarketplaces, however, not only offer advantages but also embody some of Internet’s less
attractive tendencies. E-marketplaces erode the traditional customer relationships, as they
tend to commoditize offerings and erode the basis of differentiation. The most suitable
products for e-marketplaces are therefore commodities or semi-commodities.

Bilateral e-commerce supports competitive strategies that aim at strong and deep customer
relationships. The most common bilateral e-commerce solutions are extranets or EDIsystems that allow suppliers to exchange information with their key customers. Bilateral ecommerce allows suppliers to enhance their basis of differentiation with rich information
but the down side is reach that is limited to key customers.

Neutral e-intermediaries are seen to offer the best sides of both e-marketplaces and
bilateral e-commerce. Although there are still no pure examples of neutral eintermediaries, the most successful e-marketplaces are widening their value offerings to
meet also suppliers’ needs. It still remains to be seen how well neutral e-intermediaries can
meet the sometimes conflicting needs of both customers and suppliers.
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The guiding principle for creating e-business strategy, or e-strategy, is aligning the goals of
the e-business with the overall goals of the corporate strategy (Craig & Jutla, 2000, 366).
As we have founded in Chapter IV, the business strategy of FBO is that of customer
intimacy. This requires deep, two-way information exchange and the most suitable ebusiness model for meeting these perquisites is clearly bilateral e-commerce, which would
allow FBO to sell solutions instead of plain base oil products and capitalize on its existing
core competencies in customer service.

In the light of the preceding analysis it is also evident why Fortum Base Oils should be
vary of e-marketplace if one would emerge in base oils industry. FBO’s core competencies
lie in its strong customer relations, and joining an e-marketplace would diminish that
advantage. FBO also has a weaker cost structure because some of its competitors produce
the required raw material for base oils themselves, and thus proactive move towards the
price competition would be foolish. It should be also noted, that there are still no strong
pressures or even prequisites for the birth of base oils e-marketplace.

6.2 The Primary Research Question
What are the implications of e-business for Fortum Base Oils?

The primary research question is defined so that answering the secondary question in effect
allows the answering the primary question.

It has become apparent that Fortum Base Oils is well shielded against any major short- or
medium-term effects of e-business. The roots of Fortum Base Oils business strategy as
well as the base oil industry structure effectively shields the company from the negative
effects of e-business. If Fortum Base Oils had not chosen to compete only in the highest
quality base oil segments but in price driven bulk markets the situation might be opposite.
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Today, however, Fortum Base Oils is well positioned to gain from e-business. Customers
have clearly indicated their willingness to utilize e-commerce and the possibilities in the
management of customer information are evident. Fortum Base Oils can also afford to take
time to learn to utilize e-business in its core competencies. The CRM and e-commerce
projects are in the right track as they are clearly aligned with the customer intimacy
strategy the company has followed.

At the same time, Fortum Base Oils traditional ways of doing business remain important.
There hardly is any doubt that Fortum Base Oils main asset, namely its personnel,
continues to remain the most important link in providing superior non-monetary value to
the customers. As our parallel example of the U.S. automobile industry shows, customers
are expecting their suppliers to deepen their relationships even more to include more
personal, deep understanding of customer’s business, and more involvement from the
initial stages of customer’s value adding processes. It should be also noted that U.S. auto
industry has been one of the forerunners of e-business for years. However, this seems not
to contradict with the deepening relationships between buyers and suppliers, as have been
predicted by some. For companies offering information intensive products e-commerce
and e-business offer multiple possibilities for deepening their customer relationships even
further.

It should be noted, however, that it is not enough for company to excel in one value
strategy. It has to do well in other value strategies as well, in Fortum Base Oils’ case this
means product leadership and operational excellence.

In order to keep its position as a provider of highest quality base oils, FBO should keep on
introducing solutions and base oil qualities that continue to answer the most demanding
needs of customers. This allows Fortum Base Oils to keep a product portfolio that is well
supported by having strong customer relations.
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There is also the question of improving operational effectiveness. As described earlier,
Fortum Base Oils’ cost structure is characterized with high fixed costs and relatively low
variable costs, and the potential IT related savings for instance in logistics are thus limited.
Eventually, however, technologies such as XML will allow more efficient integration of
the whole value chain and Fortum Base Oils should also follow the developments in this
regard. Fortunately, Fortum Base Oils does not compete solely on price and can thus afford
to wait until these technologies are feasible.

In short, the strategy that Fortum Base Oils has followed is sound in all respects, also from
e-business’ point of view. Therefore we argue that Fortum Base Oils should continue on
capitalizing on its core competencies, and at the same time study and find ways to utilize
modem information technology to offer even more customer value.
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Figure 22: Fortum Base Oils Value Net and Core Competence
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Figure 23: Fortum Base Oils’ Core Processes for Customer Intimacy Strategy
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